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Abstract 
 
 
Protein O-fucosyltransferase 2 (POFUT2) is an essential enzyme that fucosylates 
serine/threonine residues of folded thrombospondin type 1 repeats (TSRs). To date, the 
mechanism by which this enzyme recognizes very dissimilar TSRs remained unclear. By 
engineering of a fusion protein, we report the crystal structure of Caenorhabditis elegans 
POFUT2 (CePOFUT2) in complex with GDP and human TSR1 that suggests an inverting 
mechanism for fucose transfer assisted by a catalytic base, and shows that nearly half of 
the TSR1 is embraced by CePOFUT2. A small number of direct interactions and a large 
network of water molecules maintain the complex. Site-directed mutagenesis demonstrates 
that POFUT2 fucosylates threonine preferentially over serine and relies on folded TSRs 
containing the minimal consensus sequence CXX(S/T)C. Crystallographic and 
mutagenesis data together with atomic-level simulations uncover an unprecedented binding 
mechanism by which POFUT2 promiscuously recognizes the structural fingerprint of 
poorly homologous TSRs through a dynamic network of water-mediated interactions. 
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Protein glycosylation is the most abundant and complex post-translational modification in 
nature. The reaction in eukaryotes is performed by a limited number of 
glycosyltransferases (GTs) that specifically recognize acceptor substrates and catalyze 
transfer from different activated sugar donors1,2. Whereas many of these GTs have the 
capacity to glycosylate unstructured peptides, only four GTs have been proven to require 
disulfide bridge-containing folded domains to achieve glycosylation3,4. Of these GTs, 
protein O-fucosyltransferases 1 and 2 (POFUT1 and 2) have been more extensively 
studied. These inverting enzymes are classified as GT65 and GT68, respectively, according 
to the CAZy database5. POFUT1 and POFUT2 are located in the endoplasmic reticulum 
(ER), and fucosylate epidermal growth factor-like (EGF) repeats and thrombospondin type 
1 repeats (TSRs), respectively, present in the extracellular domains of a large number of 
proteins (such as Notch, thrombospondin 1 and ADAMTS13)6. O-Fucosylation is an 
essential biological modification that is not only important as an ER quality control 
mechanism due to its influence in the correct folding and stability of EGF repeats and 
TSRs but also for protein-protein interaction7,8. In particular, it is well documented that 
glycosylation of Notch EGF repeats is important for Notch-ligand interactions9,10. The 
molecular aspects of this interaction have been very recently uncovered showing that O-
fucose of EGF12 acts as a critical amino acid surrogate interacting with Notch-ligand 
Delta-like 47.   
Crystal structures of the C. elegans POFUT1 and human POFUT2 (HsPOFUT2) have been 
solved in complex with nucleotides, revealing that both enzymes adopt the typical GT-B 
fold11,12. Despite large similarities at the structural level, their proposed catalytic 
mechanism differed. While POFUT1 was suggested to follow an SN1-like mechanism with 
the GDP β-phosphate acting as the catalytic base, POFUT2 was proposed to follow an 
inverting SN2-like mechanism, in which a glutamic acid acts as the catalytic base11,12. Site-
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directed mutagenesis on POFUT2 suggests that the specificity of POFUT2 on TSR 
domains is based on the three-dimensional structure of these domains.  
Both EGF repeats and TSRs are small domains containing three disulfide bridges, and 
consensus sequences for fucosylation of each have been identified:  C2X4(S/T)C3 (where 
C2 and C3 are the second and third cysteines) for POFUT1 modification of EGF repeats, 
and C1X2-3(S/T)C2X2G for POFUT2 modification of TSRs6. However, the molecular 
details of how these fucosyltransferases recognize these repeats and catalyze reactions are 
not currently known. The lack of ternary complexes has impeded answering the long-
standing question of what strategies these broad-substrates enzymes employ to recognize 
and fucosylate such a vast number of protein substrates. In fact, up to ~75% of human 
TSRs, which are characterized by highly variable sequence identities and a very low 
number of conserved residues (identities oscillate between ~19% and ~37%; 
Supplementary Results, Supplementary Fig. 1a, b), contain the above consensus sequence 
and are fucosylated by POFUT2. Here, by engineering a fusion protein, we have captured a 
ternary complex formed between POFUT2, GDP and TSR1 by X-ray crystallography, 
uncovering the molecular basis of POFUT2 recognition on multiple protein substrates. 
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RESULTS 
Strategy for producing a crystallizable construct 
A multiple alignment of CePOFUT2 with higher eukaryotes POFUT2s clearly indicated 
the high level of sequence identity among species, with values ranging from 40% to 44% 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). POFUT2s from several species were expressed in Pichia pastoris, 
but only CePOFUT2 was successfully secreted, though the enzyme was partly degraded 
into two forms (Supplementary Fig. 3). We carried out trypsin digestion of the wild type 
form and the degraded products followed by MALDI-TOF-MS analysis, which helped us 
elucidate the potential cleavage site. Single and double mutants were designed and 
purified, but only the double mutant R298K-R299K (for simplicity, this double mutant will 
be henceforth named CePOFUT2) showed no degradation products (Supplementary Fig. 
3). The stable enzyme was active at a very similar rate compared to the HsPOFUT2 and 
showed a decrease in activity in the presence of manganese, similarly to HsPOFUT2 
(Supplementary Fig. 4). Different complexes formed between CePOFUT2, GDP and 
HsTSR1 (the first TSR from human thrombospondin 1) were isolated (Supplementary Fig. 
5). However, none of these complexes rendered crystals containing the ternary complex. 
Of note, most of the proteins containing TSRs have multiple tandem repeats; this pointed 
us to consider a complex of the enzyme with TSRs in tandem such as the HsTSR1-2-3, 
which also did not result in crystals. Another strategy was to produce a complex of the 
enzyme with a fucosylated form of HsTSR1, though in this particular case the complex 
was not formed (Supplementary Fig. 5). This was further supported by isothermal titration 
calorimetry (ITC) analysis in which no energy was released upon titration of the 
fucosylated HsTSR1 under the same conditions measured for GDP-fucose, GDP or 
HsTSR1 (Online methods and Supplementary Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table 1).  
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Considering that HsTSR1 was able to moderately bind to CePOFUT1 either in the absence 
or presence of saturated GDP (Kd of HsTSR1 was 0.95 and 1.03 µM, respectively; 
Supplementary Table 1) and we could purify a complex by gel filtration (Supplementary 
Fig. 5), we envisaged a different strategy based on docking studies. We modeled the 
structure of CePOFUT2 based on the human POFUT2 crystal structure11 and then HsTSR1 
was docked into the modeled enzyme (see details in Online methods). The complex 
showed that the N-terminus of HsTSR1 was ~30 Å away from the CePOFUT2 C-terminus 
(Supplementary Fig. 7a; Note that there is a large resemblance between our modeled 
complex and that described previously11). Consequently, a fusion protein was designed in 
which CePOFUT2 and HsTSR1, both located at the N- and C-terminal, respectively, are 
coupled by insertion of a flexible linker consisting of 22 Gly and Ser residues. The 
rationale was to increase the local concentration of CePOFUT2-HsTSR1 complex to 
increase the likelihood of getting crystals containing a functional ternary complex.  
 
Architecture of the ternary complex 
A synthetic DNA construct encoding the fusion protein was expressed in Pichia pastoris 
and the purified complex was able to transfer fucose from GDP-fucose to itself, but not to 
a mutant lacking the O-fucosylation site (Online methods and Supplementary Fig. 7b). 
Then, we crystallized the fusion protein in the presence of GDP. The monoclinic crystals 
diffracted at 1.98 Å (Online methods and Supplementary Table 2), enabling the structure to 
be solved and the electron density maps to be unambiguously interpreted (Fig. 1 and 
Supplementary Fig. 8; see details in Online methods). The asymmetric unit (AU) contained 
2 independent ternary complexes with the expected 1:1:1 stoichiometry (1 molecule of 
CePOFUT2, HsTSR1 and GDP; Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 9), which was also 
supported by the PISA software for quaternary structure prediction, gel filtration 
chromatography and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Supplementary Fig. 5 and 10; see 
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also Online methods). CePOFUT2 structure adopts the typical GT-B fold formed by two 
Rossmann-like domains, which face each other as previously reported for HsPOFUT2 and 
CePOFUT111,12. CePOFUT2 contains the two conserved disulfide bridges and one N-
glycosylation site (N205 according to CePOFUT2 numbering; Fig. 1a and Supplementary 
Fig. 2). GDP is located in a shallow cavity of the C-terminus, whereas half of HsTSR1 is 
embraced by a pocket formed between both CePOFUT2 domains (Fig. 1a, b). Each side of 
the interface buries an area of 789 Å2, which agrees with the typical range of 600–800 Å2 
shown for other heterocomplexes13.  
POFUT2 is not only capable of fucosylating TSRs of group 1 but also group 2 containing 
the consensus sequence shown above11,14. These two types of TSRs share a very similar 3D 
fold and a common core structure (CWR-layered structure, where CWR stands out for 
cysteine, tryptophan and arginine residues) but differ in their disulfide bonding patterns 
(Fig. 1c, d)14. For example, only the second disulfide bridge is conserved (C18-C51, 
discussed below) (Fig. 1c, d). POFUT2 not only recognizes and reacts with TSRs showing 
slightly different structures but also accepts TSRs with very low sequence identity. In fact, 
a sequence conservation analysis of 63 human TSRs shows a very limited number of 
conserved residues among all these repeats (Fig. 1c, e, and Supplementary Fig. 1). This 
emphasizes the versatility of this enzyme in recognizing multiple TSRs. On the contrary, a 
sequence conservation analysis between different POFUT2s shows ~100% identity at both 
the binding site for the sugar nucleotide and the TSRs (Fig. 1e and Supplementary Fig. 2).  
As above-mentioned, POFUT2 fucosylates proteins containing TSRs in tandem repeats 
and not as single entities (Supplementary Fig. 11), raising the question of whether this 
fucosyltransferase acts processively on these repeats. To address this question, the enzyme 
was incubated with a fixed concentration of fully folded HsTSR1-2-3 and variable 
concentrations of GDP-fucose (Online methods and Supplementary Fig. 12). The results 
clearly showed that the TSRs are randomly fucosylated, suggesting that this enzyme is 
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non-processive in vitro (Supplementary Fig. 12). Our prior results suggested that POFUT2 
modifies tandem TSRs sequentially from amino to carboxyl termini in vivo8. Our in vitro 
data presented here suggest that this is not an inherent property of POFUT2 but is likely 
due to sequential folding of newly synthesized TSRs in the endoplasmic reticulum. Our 
prior work showed that POFUT2 recognizes a newly folded TSR and adds a fucose, 
stabilizing the folded TSR and accelerating the net rate of folding, consistent with the 
quality control function of POFUT28. 
 
E52 of CePOFUT2 is the catalytic base 
A close-up view at the intersection between the donor and acceptor substrate binding sites 
reveals that GDP is very close to the acceptor S17 of HsTSR1 (Fig. 2a), and enlightens 
mechanistic features of the glycosylation reaction. Specificity for the GDP is defined by 
several hydrogen bonds with the conserved residues N55, H288, R290, D329, D366, S382 
and T383, and a stacking interaction between the guanine moiety and F384 (Fig. 2a and 
Supplementary Fig. 2). Some of these conserved residues were mutated in HsPOFUT2 and 
showed the essential role of R294 in catalysis (R290 in the CePOFUT2)11. This residue 
might be involved in facilitating the cleavage of the glycosidic bond and the stability of the 
product GDP, as was previously reported for the equivalent R240 of CePOFUT112. Similar 
roles have been usually attributed to metals in GTs that adopt a GT-A fold15. Even though 
POFUT2 adopts a GT-B fold, Mn+2 has been reported to play a critical role in catalysis for 
the human enzyme11. However, our human POFUT2 showed a ~50% decrease in activity 
in the absence of this metal (Supplementary Fig. 4). Furthermore, the role of the metal in 
CePOFUT2 catalysis was less important, supporting the non-essential role of Mn+2 in 
catalysis (Supplementary Fig. 4). The data are reinforced by our crystallized ternary 
complex that shows no metal in the structure, and the general observation that GTs with 
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GT-B fold do not usually bind metals15. In our case, R294 replaces Mn+2 function by 
establishing electrostatic and hydrogen bond interactions with the β-phosphate (Fig. 2a).  
The acceptor serine, S17, is engaged in a hydrogen bond with E52, reinforcing the role of 
this residue as the catalytic base. This has been supported by previous site-directed 
mutagenesis of E54 (numbering of the human enzyme; Supplementary Fig. 2), revealing 
that this residue is essential for catalysis11. The 0.5 µs molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulation performed on the enzyme in complex with GDP-fucose and HsTSR1 (see 
Online methods) shows that the hydroxyl group of S17 is very close to the anomeric 
carbon of GDP-fucose (O···C1= 3.28 Å) and in an optimal orientation for nucleophilic 
attack assisted by E52 (Fig. 2b). All these features suggest a classical inversion mechanism 
facilitated by an enzymatic general base catalyst (in our case a glutamate residue)1,11.  
A comparison of the two ternary complexes present in the AU also revealed the presence 
of a loop (residues 88-94 of CePOFUT2; Supplementary Fig. 2) burying the pyrophosphate 
moiety of GDP in one of the complexes (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 13a). The loop is 
disordered in one complex of the AU (Fig. 1b) and ordered in the other (Supplementary 
Fig. 13b), revealing its dynamic character. In our MD simulation with GDP-fucose (Fig. 
2b), the sugar is hydrogen bonded to H89 located in this loop, suggesting the implication 
of this motif in the entrance of GDP-fucose and released of GDP during the catalytic cycle. 
This agrees with previous observations of the importance of this loop in catalysis11.  
 
Preference of threonine over serine residues 
POFUT2 has been shown to fucosylate both serine and threonine residues, although the 
preference for one over the other is not known. To address this point, we mutated the 
HsTSR3 T17 to serine (T17S) and alanine (T17A) (Fig. 1c, Online methods and 
Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). We analyzed the secreted levels of HsTSR3 compared to 
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those of the mutants by quantifying HsTSR3 in cell lysates and media from transiently 
transfected HEK293T cells (see Online methods). Both mutations, T17S and T17A 
decreased secretion significantly (Supplementary Fig. 14), consistent with the relationship 
between O-fucosylation and secretion previously observed for ADAMTS13 and 
ADAMTSL18,16,17. We evaluated then the activity of human POFUT2 on HsTSR3 and its 
mutants using a cell-based fucosylation assay, observing that the enzyme fucosylates T17 
~2-fold more efficiently than S17 (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 15). A possible 
explanation for this behavior might be the higher affinity of the enzyme toward T17 due to 
the hydrophobic interactions between its methyl group and highly conserved residues such 
as L56 and T383 (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 2; see below for further discussion). The 
better secretion of TSRs containing Thr-O-fucose and the preference of the enzyme to bind 
threonine might explain why nature has selected a major population of Thr-containing 
TSRs throughout evolution (~64% and ~36% of the human TSRs contain acceptor 
threonine and serine residues, respectively; Supplementary Fig. 1a, b). Similar preferences 
have been reported for the distant family of retaining polypeptide GalNAc-transferases18.  
 
Specificity of POFUT2 on TSR domains 
The interface between CePOFUT2 and HsTSR1 shows relevant features for the specificity 
of POFUT2 on TSR repeats. CePOFUT2 binding domain contains large cavities that are 
filled by a large network of water molecules along the interface (Fig. 3a). The complex is 
maintained by a limited number of direct hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions 
between CePOFUT2 and HsTSR1 that are complemented by water-mediated contacts (Fig. 
3b-d, and Supplementary Table 5). Of the 10 residues in HsTSR1 directly involved in the 
binding, only W11, S15 and S17 are conserved. The side chain of S17 establishes a 
hydrogen bond with E52 (Fig. 2a), while W11, S15 and S17 backbones are engaged in 
hydrogen bond interactions with W420, R63 and E52, respectively (Fig. 3c, d, and 
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Supplementary Table 5). In contrast, the interaction of HsTSR1 non-conserved residues 
with CePOFUT2 is exclusively through HsTSR1 side chains (Supplementary Table 5). In 
particular, E10, T12, S13, I22, S39, T43 and Q49 side chains interact with K419, Y225, 
Y225, W141/Y145/L221, E144, W141 and D293, respectively (Fig. 3b-d, and 
Supplementary Table 5). Note that the central part of HsTSR1 at both sides is tethered by 
two hydrophobic pockets formed by conserved residues in POFUT2 such as 
W141/Y145/L221 and Y225/W420 (Fig. 3b). The results also imply that each particular 
TSR might adopt a small number of unique direct interactions through their non-conserved 
residues. Unlike HsTSR1, CePOFUT2 engages most of its conserved residues in direct 
interactions (Fig. 1e, Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table 5). 
Prompted by these results, we examined the significance of the X-positions in the 
consensus sequence, C1Xa[Xb]Xc(S/T)C2XdXeG (Fig. 1c, Supplementary Table 4). The 
additional residue, Xb, has only been found in a single TSR, TSR1 of rat F-spondin (Fig. 
1c), and this TSR was only poorly glycosylated19. We generated 20 HsTSR3 mutants to 
examine effects on recognition by POFUT2 (Online methods and Supplementary Table 3 
and 4). The mutations included substitutions in structural positions (W11, C14, C18), the 
Xa-e positions, and the conserved glycine in the consensus sequence (Fig. 1c). Mutations 
were generated in the Xa-e positions to evaluate whether certain types of amino acids not 
yet found in a mapped O-fucosylation site affect the efficiency of fucosylation 
(Supplementary Table 4). Mutants were evaluated for effect on secretion (Supplementary 
Fig. 14) and fucosylation efficiency (Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 15) in cell-based 
assays.  
There is a relationship between TSR folding, fucosylation, and secretion. Mutations 
predicted to cause defects in folding (e.g. C14A, C18A, C14A/C18A) caused severe 
decreases (>50%) in secretion (Online methods and Supplementary Fig. 14) and 
fucosylation (Fig. 3e), consistent with the concept that a properly folded TSR is required 
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for recognition by POFUT2. For these mutants, fucosylation could only be measured in 
cell lysates. Several other mutations had similar effects (S15L, 16S17 (insertion of an 
additional S in the Xb position), G19A/G21A, G19A/G20A/G21A, 
G19A/G20A/G21A/V22G). Some fucosylation could be detected on many of these 
mutants, suggesting that the TSR was folded sufficiently for recognition by POFUT2.   
Two mutations in the Xa position, S15D and S15Q, enhanced secretion (Supplementary 
Fig. 14), but caused a significant reduction in fucosylation, suggesting that human 
POFUT2 is quite selective for amino acids in the Xa position (Fig. 3e and Supplementary 
Fig. 15). S15 side chain is not engaged in direct interactions with CePOFUT2, though its 
side chain is facing L221 (Fig. 3d). Thus, the significant reduction in activity by aspartic 
acid or glutamine can be rationalized by the proximity of a negatively charged or polar 
amino acid to a nonpolar residue, which might lead to a decrease of the binding of TSR on 
POFUT2. In contrast, Xc, Xd and Xe positions were highly permissive for bulky amino 
acids (V16H, G19Q, G19R, G20H) for both secretion and fucosylation (Fig. 3e, 
Supplementary Fig. 14 and 15). Xc (T16 in HsTSR1, V16 in HsTSR3) can be explained 
because in the crystal structure T16 side chain is facing one of the water molecules 
network that are also surrounded by N49 and E218 (Fig. 3c). In the crystal structure, G19, 
N20 and G21 that correspond to Xd, Xe and the glycine in the consensus sequence, 
respectively, are residues exposed to the solvent or surrounded by the network of water 
molecules, explaining why single mutations on these residues have a little effect upon 
catalysis (Fig. 3c, d). Interestingly, the conserved glycine (G21) was not essential for 
secretion or fucosylation (Fig. 3e, Supplementary Fig. 14 and 15). Our data also indicate 
that the tryptophan immediately upstream of the consensus sequence is not required for 
fucosylation (Fig. 3e), suggesting the requirement of tryptophans may vary with different 
TSRs. In the crystal structure, W11 side chain is tethered by R25 and R44 side chains and 
also facing the bulk solvent, explaining why this residue is mainly important for the 
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stability of the TSRs (Fig. 3c). On this basis, we propose a simplified consensus sequence 
for POFUT2 modification, CXaXb(S/T)C within a TSR, where certain amino acids are 
excluded from Xa  (e.g. aspartic acid, leucine). 
 
Water-mediated interactions 
The limited number of direct interactions in the complex is likely insufficient to maintain 
the complex and cannot explain the plasticity required for POFUT2 to achieve recognition 
on such a diverse family of TSRs. As mentioned above, the protein-protein interface is 
mostly embedded by solvent, which provides ~50% of the interactions in the complex 
through an intricate network of water molecules (Fig. 3a, c, and Supplementary Table 6).  
Most of the hydrogen-bonding interactions between the HsTSR1 and water molecules 
occur through the backbone of non-conserved residues. This is an important feature likely 
required for the plasticity to recognize such dissimilar TSRs. In contrast, CePOFUT2 
residues interact with the bridging water molecules through mainly conserved side chains 
and to a lesser extent with the backbone of non-conserved residues, assuring the catalytic 
efficiency across different orthologues (Fig. 3c and Supplementary Table 5). 
The existence of both direct and water-mediated stabilizing interactions agree with the 
favorable enthalpy value measured for this system (Online methods and Supplementary 
Table 1); the formation of the complex is in turn entropically unfavorable due to the 
persistence of ordered inter-protein solvent molecules that are not released to the water-
bulk, and to the loss of conformational degrees of freedom upon binding (Supplementary 
Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 16). The crucial role that water molecules play in 
stabilizing protein-protein contacts has been recently found in an antifreeze protein20.  
Macromolecular crowding is known to cause osmotically-induced protein dehydration21 
and to affect water-mediated protein interfaces22. To assess the relevance of the interstitial 
water molecules found in our crystallographic structure, we compared the effect of adding 
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15% and 20% PEG 400 on the Kd of the protein complex and found an increase of ~8 and 
~60 fold, respectively (Online methods and Supplementary Table 1). This result suggests 
that PEG-induced water exclusion from the protein complex interface might reduce 
significantly the affinity between the two proteins, supporting the important role of water 
in the interaction between both POFUT2 and TSR. The secondary structure elements of the 
complex in the absence or presence of 20% PEG 400 did not change substantially, 
suggesting that the integrity of the complex was maintained (Supplementary Fig. 17). 
The role of the interstitial water in the complex interface was examined through 0.5 µs MD 
simulations performed on HsTSR1 in complex with the enzyme and in the absence of the 
flexible linker (see Online methods). Exploratory MD simulations in the absence of 
explicit solvent but maintaining the crystallographic waters disrupted the binding of 
HsTSR1 and CePOFUT2, indicating the crucial role of discrete water molecules in the 
molecular recognition process. Conversely, fully solvated complexes between CePOFUT2 
and HsTSR1 (wild-type and S17T/A mutants, both in the presence of GDP or GDP-
fucose), maintained their associated structure during the total simulation time (0.5 µs). 
Remarkably, the first solvation shell around the bound TSR is preserved upon binding to 
CePOFUT2 in the MD simulations, as shown by the similar number of water molecules 
within 3.4 Å of the whole peptide and the residues located at the complex interface 
(Supplementary Table 6). The solvation patterns of HsTSR1 and S17T/A mutants are very 
similar in both the free and bound states. A detailed analysis of hydration around the 
acceptor residues revealed that S17 is, as expected, more solvated than T17 and A17; the 
water molecules in the first solvation of the CePOFUT2-GDP-fucose-HsTSR1 complexes 
was calculated to be 9 ± 2, 6 ± 1 and 5 ± 2 for Ser, Thr and Ala, respectively. The poorer 
solvation of T17 in the complex might increase the reactivity of its more hindered hydroxyl 
group compared to that of S17. This might explain, in combination with the higher affinity 
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of CePOFUT2 toward threonine mentioned above (Fig. 2c), the higher rate of the 
fucosylation reaction measured for Thr-containing TSRs. 
We then calculated the spatial distribution functions for water around HsTSR123. Whereas 
the isolated HsTSR1 presents marginal structured water molecules, a significant density of 
structured water can be observed for its complex with CePOFUT2 through all the 
simulation time (Fig. 4a). The radial distribution functions (rdf) for different atoms of 
HsTSR1 in both the free and bound states were also derived from the simulations. In 
general, for residues that are exposed to the solvent, such as the carboxylate group of D30 
and the hydroxyl group of S31, these functions display a typical hydrophilic interaction 
with a well-defined first hydration shell showing a density peak at 2.8 Å and a second 
hydration shell around 4.7 Å24 (Fig. 4b). In contrast, those atoms involved in highly-
populated hydrogen bonds, such as the carbonyl group of Q49, show a negligible water 
density in the first hydration shell. The existence of structured water molecules between 
CePOFUT2 and HsTSR1 was analyzed through normalized two-dimensional rdf functions 
(2D-rdf); these functions calculate the probability of finding a water molecule close to two 
selected atoms, in comparison to the one obtained in the bulk25, and quantify the magnitude 
of the localized water density (see Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 18). The 2D-rdf 
functions were calculated for selected pairs of heteroatoms involved in contacts with 
crystallographic waters. The calculated pairwise values of shared water density were high 
(>8) in all cases, demonstrating the presence of persistent water pockets and the active role 
of solvent in binding. The highest shared water density (~32) was obtained between the 
carbonyl group of E218 and the hydroxyl group of S15. The average distance between 
these two atoms was 4.6 Å, ranging from 2.7 to 5.9 Å. This indicates that although these 
bridging water molecules are highly structured, they are also very dynamic, continuously 
changing their positions and exchanging with the bulk. The average residence time for a 
water molecule implicated in these pockets is 3.8 ps, and the most persistent bridging 
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molecule has a residence time of 30 ps. This notion of dynamic structured water is also 
reflected by the time evolution of the 2D-rdf. As shown in Supplementary Fig. 19, the 
density peak between two selected atoms gradually changes in intensity and position, 
leading to a new water pocket involving a different atom nearby. 
All these features stress the crucial role that solvent plays in the molecular recognition 
process of TSR.  The hydration water could make the binding surface highly adaptable and 
thus somewhat promiscuous26. The lack of specificity in the complex is likely due to the 
large number of water-mediated interactions. The dynamic character of the water 
molecules of the first hydration shell plays a pivotal role in the recognition event, allowing 
water molecules to adopt different positions for singular substrates, acting as an extension 
of the protein surface.  
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DISCUSSION  
The results described herein provide the molecular basis for the promiscuous behavior of 
POFUT2 acting on folded TSRs with different primary sequences, which might apply to 
other enzymes that modify a wide variety of peptide sequences. Our data support a general 
recognition mechanism in which water participates actively in the protein association. The 
presence of dynamically structured water allows the binding of different TSRs to POFUT2 
in a sequence-independent manner that overrides the need for multiple direct protein-
protein interactions. This shows a striking example of how nature has produced 
multispecific enzymes that overcome sequence recognition by harnessing nonspecific 
protein-protein interactions mediated by water molecules. 
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Accession codes: Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the Worldwide 
Protein Data Bank (wwPDB) with the pdb codes 5foe (see Supplementary Table 2). 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Structure of CePOFUT2 in complex with GDP and HsTSR1. a, Cartoon 
representation of the complex. The N- and C-termini of CePOFUT2 are colored in pink 
and bluewhite, respectively. Secondary structures of HsTSR1 are colored in blue whereas 
loops and unstructured regions are in black. The disulfide bridges are indicated in yellow. 
The GlcNAc moiety covalently bound to N205 and GDP are shown in green carbon atoms 
while N205 is shown as pink carbon atoms. The acceptor S17 of HsTSR1 is shown as 
black carbon atoms. The flexible linker is shown in orange. b, Surface representation of the 
complex in two different views. c, Multiple sequence alignment of human TSR1, TSR2 
and TSR3 of thrombospondin 1 and Rattus novergicus F-spondin 1 and 4 (upper panel).  
The fucosylated S/T residues and the conserved cysteines are indicated in red and yellow, 
respectively. The numbering for each TSR does not correspond to the numbering to their 
location in thrombospondin and F-spondin, respectively. Residues delimited by arrows are 
exposed to the bulk solvent. The consensus sequence, C1Xa[Xb]Xc(S/T)C2XdXeG, is shown 
below the multiple sequence alignment. The lower panel shows a cartoon representation of 
HsTSR1 colored in black. The residues belonging to the CWR-layered structure and some 
other conserved residues (shown in bold) between human TSR1, TSR2 and TSR3 are 
shown as sticks with black carbon atoms. d, Diagram showing the different arrangement of 
disulfide bridges found in TSRs of group 1 and 2. The inverted triangles in red point out 
the fucosylation sites that in turn have the same location in the 3D fold of both groups. e, 
Surface representation of the CePOFUT2 (left) and HsTSR1 (right), colored by sequence 
conservation. GDP is shown as sticks with green carbon atoms.  
 
 
Figure 2. Catalytic mechanism of POFUT2 and its preferences on threonine over 
serine residues. a, Close-up view of the complex active site. The residues of CePOFUT2 
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and the HsTSR1 are depicted as grey and orange carbon atoms, respectively. GDP is 
shown as green carbon atoms. Hydrogen bond interactions are shown as dotted green lines. 
Electron density maps are FO–FC and 2FO–FC syntheses (blue) contoured at 2.2 and 1.0 σ 
for GDP and S17/E52, respectively. b, Close-up view of CePOFUT2 in complex with 
GDP-fucose and HsTSR1. c, Relative fucosylation of HsTSR3 compared to the mutants 
T17S and T17A (Left panel).  Close-up view of CePOFUT2 in complex with GDP-fucose 
and the mutant S17T of HsTSR1 (Right panel). To note that the hydroxyl group of S17 and 
T17 is 3.28 and 3.34 Å to the anomeric carbon of GDP-fucose, respectively. Both 
complexes with GDP-fucose were obtained by MD simulations (see Online methods). All 
replicates were in triplicate. Error bars are standard deviation, and p-values were calculated 
using ANOVA.* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, ***p<0.01 
 
Figure 3. Interactions in the interface of the complex. a, Surface representation of the 
complex interface in two different views. Colors are the same as in Fig. 1b. Residues 
colored in grey and black are engaged in direct or water-mediated interactions. Water 
molecules are indicated as red spheres. b, Close-up view of the interface showing the only 
stacking interactions in the complex. c, Close-up view of the direct and water-mediated 
interactions present in the complex. CePOFUT2 and HsTSR1 are depicted as grey and 
orange, respectively. Residues carbon atoms for each protein are also shown with the same 
color above. d, Close-up view of the few direct interactions present in the complex. Colors 
are the same as above. Hydrogen bond interactions are shown as dotted green lines. e, 
Relative fucosylation of HsTSR3 in comparison with different mutants located in the 
interface. The activity for some mutants is compared with HsTSR3 either from lysates or 
media (see Supplementary Fig. 15). All replicates were in triplicate. Error bars are standard 
deviation, and p-values were calculated using ANOVA.* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, ***p<0.01 
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Figure 4. Hydration structure and dynamics of CePOFUT2-GDP-fucose-HsTSR1 
supports water-mediated binding. a, Water oxygen density over 0.5 µs calculated for the 
ternary complex through MD simulations. The two domains of CePOFUT2-GDP are 
shown in grey and pink, respectively, HsTSR1 in blue and GDP-fucose as green sticks. 
Reactive S17 is highlighted in orange. Regions with water density greater than 1.5 times 
the density of the bulk are represented as blue isosurfaces. b, Examples of 1D-rdf functions 
calculated for buried (upper panel) and solvent-exposed (lower panel) atoms of HsTSR1 in 
the isolated (in orange) and bound (in blue) states. c, (Upper panel) 2D-rdf function 
calculated for two selected atoms of the protein-protein interface hydrogen bonded to a 
crystallographic water, together with its significance (population in the MD ensemble) and 
average residence time. The atoms are labeled according to AMBER force field 
nomenclature. (Lower panel)  Ensembles for the ternary complex obtained through MD 
simulations for the residues involved in the water pocket. One conformation of the rest of 
the residues is shown for clarity.  
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ONLINE METHODS 
Cloning, expression and purification of HsTSR1 and HsTSR1-2-3 
The DNA sequence encoding amino acid residues 378-550 of human thrombospondin 1, 
defined as HsTSR1-2-3, was made synthetically and codon optimized by GenScript to be 
expressed in E. coli. The DNA, containing at the 5´ end a recognition sequence for EcoRI 
and a PreScission protease cleavage site, and at the 3´ end a sequence for SalI, was cloned 
into the pUC57 vector (GenScript). Following digestion with EcoRI and SalI the construct 
was subcloned into the protein expression vector pMALC2x (NEB), resulting in the 
expression plasmid pMALC2xHsTSR1-2-3 (A378-G550). The plasmid 
pMALC2xHsTSR1-2-3 was used as a template for introducing a stop codon by site-
directed mutagenesis after the triplet encoding D429 in order to only express HsTSR1. The 
resulting plasmid was named as pMALC2xHsTSR1. Site-directed mutagenesis was carried 
out following the ‘QuikChange’ kit protocol (Stratagene), using the Phusion High-Fidelity 
DNA polymerase (Thermo Scientific). To facilitate the purification of HsTSR1-2-3, we 
introduced a histidine tag preceding the PreScission protease cleavage site. HsTSR1-2-3 
was amplified from pMALC2xHsTSR1-2-3 using the forward primer, 
5'-CTGGAAGTTCTGTTCCAGGGGCCCGGTAGCGGTAGCGCAGACGATGGTTGG-3' 
containing a sequence encoding a PreScission protease cleavage site (italic), and the 
reverse primer  
5'-CGGAATTCGTCGACTCAGCCATCAATCGGGCAATC-3' 
containing a SalI site (italic) and a stop codon (underlined). HsTSR1-2-3 was amplified 
from the first PCR product and using the forward primer, 
5'-CGGAATTCGAATTCAGCGGCGGCCATCACCATCACCATCACCATCAC            
GGCGGCAGCCTGGAAGTTCTGTTCCAGGGGCCC-3' 
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containing a EcoRI site (underlined), a sequence encoding a histidine tag (bold) and a 
PreScission protease cleavage site (italic), and the reverse primer used above. 
Subsequently the PCR product was digested with EcoRI and SalI and cloned into 
pMAC2x, resulting in the expression plasmid pMALC2xHistHsTSR1-2-3. All plasmids 
were verified by sequencing (Sistemas Genómicos; www.sistemasgenomicos.com).  
Both pMALC2xHsTSR1 and pMALC2xHistHsTSR1-2-3 were transformed into Rosetta-
gami 2 (DE3). Cells were grown and disrupted by sonication as described before27. 
The supernatant containing the maltose binding protein (MBP) bound to HsTSR1 was 
loaded into 1 x 5 ml MBP Trap HP column (GE Healthcare) previously equilibrated with 
buffer A (25 mM Tris/HCl, 150 mM NaCl pH 7.5). The fusion protein was eluted with 
buffer A + 10 mM maltose, dialyzed with buffer A, and subsequently was cleaved 
overnight with PreScission protease (PP; GE Healthcare) at 4ºC. HsTSR1 was further 
purified by size exclusion chromatography using a Superdex 75 XK26/60 column 
(SIGMA) previously equilibrated with buffer A. The eluted protein was dialyzed against 
buffer B (25 mM Tris/HCl pH 7.5), concentrated and used for biophysical experiments. 
The supernatant containing the MBP-HsTSR1-2-3 was loaded into 1 x 5 ml His Trap HP 
column (GE Healthcare) previously equilibrated in buffer C (25 mM Tris/HCl, 150 mM 
NaCl, 20 mM imidazole pH 7.5). The fusion protein was eluted with a gradient of 
imidazole from 20 to 200 mM. Then, buffer exchange of the fusion protein into buffer A 
was carried out using a HiPrep 26/10 desalting column, and the fusion protein was 
subsequently cleaved overnight with PP at 4ºC. The PP and the maltose binding protein 
were removed by a 1 x 5 ml GSTrap (GE Healthcare) and MBP Trap HP columns, 
respectively. The unbound HsTSR1-2-3 was further purified by size exclusion 
chromatography as described above. The eluted protein was dialyzed against buffer B, 
concentrated and used for biophysical experiments. 
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Cloning, expression and purification of CePOFUT2 
The DNA sequence encoding amino acid residues 40-424 of the Caenorhabditis elegans 
POFUT2 (CePOFUT2), defined as cepofut2, was made synthetically and codon optimized 
by GenSript for expression in Pichia pastoris. The DNA, containing at the 5´ end a 
recognition sequence for XhoI and a KEX2 cleavage signal, and at the 3´ end a sequence 
for SacII, was cloned into the pUC57 vector (GenScript). Following digestion with XhoI 
and SacII the construct was subcloned into the protein expression vector pPICZαA, 
resulting in the expression plasmid pPICZαAcepofut2. Site-directed mutagenesis was 
carried out following the ‘QuikChange’ kit protocol (Stratagene), using the KOD HotStart 
DNA polymerase (Novagene). The plasmid pPICZαAcepofut2 was used as a template for 
introducing the following single and double amino acid changes by site-directed 
mutagenesis: R299D, R298K-R299K and R299K-A300V. The plasmid pPICZαAcepofut2-
R298K-R299K that encodes the double mutant R298K-R299K will be named as 
CePOFUT2 along the manuscript.  
The DNA sequence encoding the fusion protein formed by amino acid residues 40-424 of 
the CePOFUT2 (this construct contains two triplets encoding for the double mutant 
R298K-R299K), the flexible linker (formed by a combination of 22 glycine and serine 
residues) and HsTSR1 (Fig. 1c) was made synthetically and codon optimized by GenScript 
for expression in Pichia pastoris. The DNA, containing at the 5´ end a recognition 
sequence for XhoI and a KEX2 cleavage signal, and at the 3´ end a sequence for SacII, was 
cloned into the pUC57 vector (GenScript). Following digestion with XhoI and SacII the 
construct was subcloned into the protein expression vector pPICZαA (Invitrogen), 
resulting in the expression plasmid pPICZαAcepofut2-linker-HsTSR1. The plasmid 
pPICZαAcepofut2-linker-HsTSR1 was used as a template for introducing the mutant S17A 
in the HsTSR1 by site-directed mutagenesis. All plasmids were verified by sequencing 
(Sistemas Genómicos). 
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All plasmids were isolated from E. coli strain DH5α, linearized with SacI and used to 
transform the Pichia pastoris strain X-33 by electroporation. Transformants were selected 
and cells were grown as described before12. Supernatant containing CePOFUT2 was 
dialyzed against buffer D (25 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.5) and loaded into 1 x 5 ml HiTrap Blue 
column. The protein was eluted with a NaCl gradient from 0 to 1 M. Supernatant 
containing the fusion protein was dialyzed against buffer D as well and loaded into 1 x 5 
ml HiTrap QFF column. The protein was also eluted with a NaCl gradient from 0 to 1 M. 
Buffer exchange of both CePOFUT2 and the fusion protein into buffer E (25 mM MES pH 
6.7) was carried out using a desalting column as described above. Then, both proteins were 
treated with Endo Hf (NEB) overnight at 18ºC. Samples were loaded into 1 x 5 ml 
MBPTrap HP column where both CePOFUT2 and the fusion protein were collected in the 
flow through. Finally, both proteins were further purified by size exclusion 
chromatography as described above. The eluted proteins were dialyzed against buffer B, 
concentrated and used for biophysical experiments. 
For the formation of the different complexes, a 5:1 ratio of either HsTSR1 or fucosylated 
HsTSR1 versus CePOFUT2, and 3:1 ratio of HsTSR1-2-3 versus CePOFUT2 were 
purified by size exclusion chromatography. In these experiments, the column was 
previously equilibrated with buffer F (25 mM Tris/HCl, 10 mM NaCl, 50 µM GDP pH 
7.5). Buffer exchange of the eluted complexes into buffer F without NaCl was carried out, 
and then complexes of HsTSR1/CePOFUT2 and HsTSR1-2-3/CePOFUT2 were 
concentrated and used for biophysical experiments. 
 
Crystallization 
Crystals of the fusion protein in complex with GDP were obtained by mixing 0.5 µl of 
protein solution  (a mix formed by 20 mg/ml of the fusion protein and 5 mM GDP in buffer 
C) with 0.5 µl of precipitant solution (16-20% PEG 3000, 100 mM sodium citrate pH 5.5) 
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against 60 µl of precipitant solution. The crystals were obtained by sitting drop vapour 
diffusion at 18ºC. The crystals were cryoprotected in the precipitant solution plus 20% 
etilenglicol and frozen in a nitrogen gas stream cooled to 100 K. 
 
Structure determination and refinement. The data was collected in the beamline I02 of 
DLS at a wavelength and temperature of 0.97 Å and a temperature of 100 K, respectively. 
The data was processed and scaled using the XDS package28 and CCP429,30 software. 
Relevant statistics are given in Supplementary Table 2. The crystal structure was solved by 
molecular replacement with Phaser29,30 and using the PDB entry 4AP5 as the template that 
corresponds to the human POFUT2. Initial phases were further improved by cycles of 
manual model building in Coot31 and refinement with REFMAC532. After CePOFUT2 was 
built and refined, ARP/wARP29,30 was used to build the HsTSR1. The final model was 
validated with PROCHECK, model statistics are given in Supplementary Table 2. The 
asymmetric units of the primitive monoclinic crystals contain 2 molecules of the ternary 
complex in a stoichiometry of 1:1:1 (Supplementary Fig. 9). The Ramachandran plot 
shows that 95.19%, 3.76% and 1.06% of the amino acids are in most favored, allowed and 
disallowed regions, respectively.  
 
Spectroscopic characterization by Far-UV circular dichroism (CD) 
CD spectra were acquired at 25ºC in a Chirascan spectropolarimeter (Applied-
Photophysics). Far-UV CD spectra were recorded from 190 to 250 nm using a 1-mm path-
length cuvette. The experiments consisted of the fusion protein at 15 µM in 50 
mM HEPES pH 7.5 in the presence and absence of 20% PEG 400.  
 
Radioactive assay for POFUT2 activity 
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POFUT2 assays were performed as previously described33.  Briefly, HsTSR3 from 
thrombospondin 1 (100 µM final, purified from BL21 cells) and GDP-[3H]fucose (10 µM 
final, 19.8 Ci/mmol, American Radiolabeled Chemicals) was incubated with purified 
CePOFUT2 or HsPOFUT2 (11.2 ng) in 50 mM HEPES, 10 mM MnCl2 pH 6.8 for 20 min 
at 37°C. The reaction was stopped by adding 1000 reaction volumes of 0.1 M EDTA. 
TSRs were then purified from the mixture using a C18 cartridge (100 mg, Agilent 
Technologies) and radioactivity was measured on a Beckman scintillation unit. 
 
Fucosylation of HsTSR1  
HsTSR1 was fucosylated in the presence of CePOFUT2 and GDP-fucose. The reaction 
was carried out in 25 mM Tris/HCl, 150 mM NaCl pH 7.5 at 18ºC overnight. HsTSR1 was 
in 5-fold excess compared to the enzyme whereas GDP-fucose was added at 700 µM. The 
fucosylated HsTSR1 sample was then loaded into 1 x 5 ml HiTrap QFF column (GE 
Healthcare), previously equilibrated with 25 mM BIS-TRIS pH 6.5. Fucosylated HsTSR1 
was collected in the flow through, concentrated, quantified and used in both ITC and size 
exclusion chromatography experiments. 
 
Isothermal titration microcalorimetry (ITC) 
ITC was used to characterize the interaction of CePOFUT2 with GDP, GDP-fucose, 
HsTSR1 and fucosylated HsTSR1. All experiments were carried out in an Auto-iTC200 
(Microcal, GE Healthcare) at 25ºC with CePOFUT2 at 50 µM and concentrations of 
ligands at 300 µM, in both 50 mM HEPES and 50 mM PIPES pH 7.0. To determine how 
PEG 400 might affect the Kd of HsTSR1, we used the same conditions as above but using 
15% and 20% PEG 400 in buffer HEPES pH 7.0.  
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The buffer independent binding enthalpy ΔH0 was estimated from linear regression using 
different ionization enthalpies ΔHion for each buffer (ΔHion (HEPES) = 4.88 kcal/mol and 
ΔHion (PIPES) = 2.74 kcal/mol)27. Data integration, correction and analysis were carried 
out in Origin 7 (Microcal). The data was fitted to a one-site equilibrium-binding model.   
 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
AFM has enabled the direct visualization of single CePOFUT2 molecules to characterize 
the different conformational states upon ligand binding. Methods and instrumentation were 
as reported34. 5x GDP, GDP-fucose, HsTSR1 and MnCl2 were added to CePOFUT2. AFM 
images were analyzed with the WSxM software35 as described36. Though CePOFUT2 
presents a slightly net negative charge at neutral pH, the enzyme was adsorbed 
electrostatically on the negative mica surface due to the presence of Mn2+ that inverts its 
polarity. Adsorption of enzymes on mica was evaluated and found they preserve the 
enzymatic activity, even later desorbed37. CePOFUT2 appears mainly as monomer, but the 
images allowed the identification of several distinguishable conformational states and 
compaction degree. CePOFUT2 heights vary from 3 to 7 nm due to the charged ligands, 
Mn2+, GDP and/or GDP-fucose, attract the AFM tip making a "flatten" effect on the 
molecules; while the addition of HsTSR1 makes the features their overall volume increase 
between 7 and 9 nm (Supplementary Fig. 10). Z-height has sub-nm resolution, while in the 
X–Y plane the scanned features suffer the AFM tip broadening effect that does not affect 
the comparative analysis of the width related to the size due to proportionality. When 
incubating only with Mn2+, the molecules exhibited clearly the two domains in a separate 
disposition, composing an open or extended structure (Supplementary Fig. 10). Though, 
negative GDP-fucose binds strongly to the substrate hindering visualization of enzyme 
molecules, the analysis was also possible. Binding to GDP or GDP-fucose introduces a 
conformational change, and the structure increases the volume of one of the modules, 
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making the two domains to approach (Supplementary Fig. 10). Simultaneous binding of 
GDP and HsTSR1 leads to a global reorganization of the structure, generating a feature of 
a higher volume, where the modules cannot be distinguished, composing a closed 
conformation (Supplementary Fig. 10). 
 
Fucosylation of the fusion protein CePOFUT2-HsTSR1  
The fusion protein CePOFUT2-HsTSR1 (WT or S17A mutant, 0.11 mg/ml) was incubated 
in the presence of radioactive 2.5 µM GDP-[1-3H]fucose (19.8 Ci/mmol, American 
Radiolabeled Chemicals). The reaction was carried out in 10 µl of 50 mM HEPES pH 6.8, 
10 mM MnCl2, and 0.5% Nonidet P-40 at 37ºC for 20 min and stopped by adding 900 µl of 
100 mM EDTA pH 8.0. The sample was loaded onto a C18 cartridge (100 mg, Agilent 
Technologies). After the cartridge was washed with 5 ml of H2O, the bound fusion protein 
was eluted with 1 ml of 80% methanol. Incorporation of [3H]fucose into the fusion proteins 
was determined by scintillation counting of the eluate. Reactions without the fusion 
proteins were used as background control. Data are from three independent assays. The 
values indicate mean ± S.E.M.   
 
Fucosylation of HsTSR1-2-3 to test processivity of CePOFUT2 
HsTSR1-2-3 (10 µM) was fucosylated in the presence of 1.5 µg of CePOFUT2 and GDP-
fucose at the concentration of 200, 20, or 2 µM. The reaction was carried out in 30 µl of 50 
mM HEPES pH 6.8, 10 mM MnCl2 at 37ºC overnight. An aliquot of the products were 
analyzed by LC-MS using an Agilent 6340 ion-trap mass spectrometer with a nano-HPLC 
CHIP-Cube interface as previously described38. Extracted ion chromatograms for the most 
abundant charge state of the unmodified form, or mono-, di-, or tri-fucosylated forms of 
HsTSR1-2-3 were generated. The remainder of the products were purified by reverse phase 
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high performance liquid chromatography (Agilent Technologies, 1200 Series) equipped 
with a C18 column (4.6 mm x 150 mm, VYDAC) with a linear gradient of solvent B (80% 
acetonitrile, 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in water) from 10% to 90% in solvent A 
(0.1% TFA in water) for 30 min, monitoring absorbance at 214 nm. The lyophilized 
samples were reduced, alkylated, digested with trypsin, and analyzed by nano-liquid 
chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry (nano-LC-MS/MS) using an Agilent 6340 ion-
trap mass spectrometer with a nano-HPLC CHIP-Cube interface auto sampler as reported 
previously38. 
 
Analysis of secretion and fucosylation of HsTSR3 mutants using cell-based assays 
Mutations in the variable X positions of the O-fucose consensus sequence (Supplementary 
Table 4) were generated by site-directed mutagenesis using the pSecTag-HsTSR3 (with C-
terminal Myc-His6 tag) and the primers listed in Supplementary Table 3. Plasmids 
encoding wild type and mutant forms of HsTSR3 were co-expressed with hIgG controls in 
HEK293T cells by transient transfection.  Briefly, 6 µL of polyethylenimine (PEI) was 
added to 0.8 µg pSecTag-HsTSR3 and 0.2 µg pRK5-hIgG in 100 µL 150 mM sodium 
chloride.  Transfection mixtures were vortexed, incubated 20 minutes at room temperature, 
then added dropwise onto 80% confluent HEK293T cells in 1 mL DMEM in 32 mm 
dishes. Four hours post-transfection cells were washed with PBS, and then incubated in 1 
mL OptiMEM containing 200 µM peracetylated alkynylfucose (Invitrogen) for 72 hours as 
previously described39.  Media was collected for analysis and cells lysed in RIPA buffer 
(0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% sodium 
doxycholate, 1% Nonidet P-40).  Samples were then analyzed for protein production and 
secretion by Western blot with anti-Myc antibodies. Fucosylation was analyzed following 
cycloaddition “click” reaction of fucosylated proteins with azido-biotin as previously 
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described39. Briefly, media or lysates containing alkynylfucose-tagged glycoproteins were 
incubated with 1 mM copper sulfate and 2 mM sodium ascorbate in PBS with 0.1 mM 
Azido-Biotin and 0.1 mM tris-(benzyltriazolylmethyl)amine for one hour at room 
temperature.  Clicked samples were centrifuged for 5 minute at 14,000 rpm prior to 
analysis by immunoblot using IRDye 800 labeled streptavidin.   
For Western blotting, proteins were separated by 15% SDS-PAGE then transferred to 0.45 
micron nitrocellulose membrane (BioRad).  Blots were blocked 1 hour at room 
temperature in 5% milk in Phosphate-buffered saline, 0.1% Tween (PBST) then probed 
with 1:2000 anti-Myc antibody in PBST.  Samples containing unclicked protein were 
incubated with Alexa Fluor 680 Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (Invitrogen) and IRDye800 Anti-
Human IgG (Invitrogen), both 1:2000 in PBST, for one hour in the dark at room 
temperature.  Clicked samples were incubated with 1:2000 Alexa Fluor 680 Goat Anti-
Moues (Invitrogen) and 1:20000 streptavidin IRDye800 (Rockland Immunochemicals) in 
PBST for one hour at room temperature in the dark.  Western blots were visualized using 
an Odyssey Imager (LI-COR).   Intensities of bands were quantified from captured images 
using Odyssey Software. Relative mutant secretion was determined by calculating the ratio 
of Myc signal to that of the IgG control in the media, with wild type protein normalized to 
1. Relative fucosylation was calculated from captured images by dividing the intensity of 
streptavidin by the intensity of Myc signal, and expressing as a percentage of wild type 
ratio. Standard error of the mean was calculated for each sample mean comparing the 
mutant streptavidin to Myc ratio to wild type ratio. 
 
Molecular dynamics simulations 
Parameters for the substrates were generated with the antechamber module of Amber1440 
using a combination of GLYCAM0641 parameters for the fucose unit and the general 
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Amber force field (GAFF) for GDP, with partial charges set to fit the electrostatic potential 
generated with HF/6-31G(d) by RESP42. The charges are calculated according to the Merz-
Singh-Kollman scheme using Gaussian 0943. Each protein was immersed in a truncated 
octahedral box with a 10 Å buffer of TIP3P44 water molecules and neutralized by adding 
explicit counter ions (Na+Cl-). All subsequent simulations were performed using the ff14SB 
force field45. A two-stage geometry optimization approach was performed. The first stage 
minimizes only the positions of solvent molecules and ions, and the second stage is an 
unrestrained minimization of all the atoms in the simulation cell. The systems were then 
gently heated by incrementing the temperature from 0 to 300 K under a constant pressure 
of 1 atm and periodic boundary conditions. Harmonic restraints of 30 kcal/mol were 
applied to the solute, and the Andersen temperature coupling scheme46 was used to control 
and equalize the temperature. The time step was kept at 1 fs during the heating stages. 
Water molecules are treated with the SHAKE algorithm such that the angle between the 
hydrogen atoms is kept fixed. Long-range electrostatic effects are modeled using the 
particle-mesh-Ewald method47. An 8 Å cutoff was applied to Lennard-Jones and 
electrostatic interactions. Each system was equilibrated for 2 ns with a 2 fs timestep at a 
constant volume and temperature of 300 K. Production trajectories were then run for 
additional 0.5 µs under the same simulation conditions. Water density properties were 
derived from the production trajectories using a cubic grid consisting of 160 x 160 x 160 
bins with 0.5 Å spacing, through the grid command available in the cpptraj module of 
AmberTools1440. Minimizations in explicit solvent for the modeled complex 
(Supplementary Fig. 11) was performed running 2000 steepest-descent steps followed by 
2000 conjugate gradient optimization steps using the AMBER force field. MD simulations 
were performed on CePOFUT2 in complex with HsTSR1. Two additional calculations 
were run with mutants of HsTSR1 (S17T, S17A). The simulations were duplicated to study 
the influence of GDP or GDP-fucose. In all cases, the MD calculations were run without 
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the linker between the protein and the corresponding TSR. In addition, MD simulations on 
HsTSR1 ligand in the free state were run. 
Volume maps of the water density were obtained using UCSF Chimera48. The radial 
distribution functions (RDF) of water (O atom) for selected protein atoms were measured 
using the radial command in cpptraj. 2D-RDF functions and the residence times were 
calculated using in-house programs developed in collaboration with Prof. S. B. Engelsen 
(University of Copenhagen)25.  
 
PDB deposition 
Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the Worldwide Protein Data Bank 
(wwPDB) with the pdb code 5foe.   
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SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS 
Supplementary Table 1. Thermodynamic parameters for ligand binding to CePOFUT2. Buffer-
independent thermodynamic parameters are shown for those ligands assayed in two different buffers. 
Kd is the dissociation constant (=1/K), and ΔG, ΔH0 and -TΔS0 are the intrinsic buffer-independent 
thermodynamic parameters. NH is the net number of protons exchanged associated with the intrinsic 
ligand interaction. Note that either GDP-fucose or HsTSR1 bind to CePOFUT2 with similar Kds in the 
low µM range (Kds of 0.3 and 0.95 µM for GDP-fucose and HsTSR1, respectively), and binding of 
HsTSR1 to CePOFUT2 does not rely on prior binding of GDP to the enzyme (Kd of 1.03 µM for the 
HsTSR1 in the presence of saturated GDP is very similar to the Kd of the HsTSR1 in the absence of 
GDP). Furthermore, the non-dependence of GDP-fucose binding to CePOFUT2 regarding HsTSR1 is 
further supported by the crystal structure that shows both binding sites being independently formed and 
solvent exposed, allowing the access of each substrate in an independent manner (Fig. 1b). 
Stochiometry of binding in all cases was ~1:1. nd = not detected. * = ΔG, ΔH and -TΔS are the buffer-
dependent thermodynamic parameters (in this particular experiment, we only used HEPES as the 
buffer). 
 
Ligand Kd (µM) 
∆G 
(kcal/mol) 
∆H0 
(kcal/mol) 
-T∆S0 
(kcal/mol) NH 
GDP 0.17 ± 0.03 -9.3 -13.5 ± 2.5 4.3 1.5 
HsTSR1 0.95 ± 0.19 -8.2 -11.8 ± 2.4 3.6 1.4 
GDP-fucose 0.3 ± 0.06 -8.0 -11.9 ± 2.5 3.1 1.0 
HsTSR1 
(saturated 
GDP) 
1.03 ± 0.10 -8.2 -9.1 ± 1.8 0.9 1.2 
HsTSR1-
fucosylated 
nd nd Nd nd nd 
HsTSR1 (15% 
PEG 400) 
7.7 ± 1 -7* -21.7 ± 0.7* 14.7*  
HsTSR1 (20% 
PEG 400) 
56 ± 30 -5.8* -50.3 ± 25* 44.5*  
 	   	  
Supplementary Table 2. Data collection and refinement statistics.  
 CePOFUT2-GDP-
HsTSR1 
	  
Data collection  	  
Space group    P21 	  
Cell dimensions    	  
    a, b, c (Å) 88.03, 67.45, 90.41 	  
    a, b, g  (°)  90.00, 116.07, 90.00 	  
Resolution (Å) 20-1.98 (2.09-1.98)* 	  
Rsym  0.103 (0.691) 	  
I	  /	  σI	   8.2	  (2.0)	   	  
Completeness (%) 99.8 (99.9)  
Redundancy 4.3 (4.1)  
   
Refinement   
Resolution (Å) 20-1.98  
No. reflections 283636  
Rwork / Rfree 0.200/0.246  
No. atoms   
    CePOFUT2 6413  
    HsTSR1 750  
    GDP 
    Water 
    GlcNAc 
    Ethylenglycol 
56 
531 
28 
40 
 
B-factors   
    CePOFUT2 35.74  
    HsTSR1 36.51  
    GDP 
    Water 
    GlcNAc 
    Ethylenglycol 
28.97 
37.51 
45.04 
49.43 
 
R.m.s. deviations   
    Bond lengths (Å) 0.011  
    Bond angles (°) 1.564  
*Highest-resolution shell is shown in parentheses.  
  
Supplementary Table 3. Primers used to generate mutations in pSecTag-HsTSR3 and in 
pPICZαAcepofut2-linker-HsTSR1. 
Mutant 
Name 
Forward Primer Sequence 
W11A 5'GGGGTCCTTGGTCACCAGCCGACATCTGTTCTG3' 
W11F 5'GGGTCCTTGGTCACCATTCGACATCTGTTCTGTC3' 
C14A 5'GGTCACCATGGGACATCGCCTCTGTCACCTGTGG3' 
S15D 5'CATCTGTGATGTCACCTGTGGAGGAGGG3' 
S15L 5'CACCATGGGACATCTGTCTTGTCACCTGTGGAGGAG3' 
S15Q 5'CATCTGTCAAGTCACCTGTGGAGGAGGG3' 
V16H 5'CATCTGTTCTCACACCTGTGGAGGAGGG3' 
16X17 5'TGGGACATCTGTTCTTCTGTCACCTGTGGAGGAGGG3' 
T17S 5'CCATGGGACATCTGTTCTGTCTCTTGTGGAGGAGGGGTACAG3' 
C18A 5'GACATCTGTTCTGTCACCGCCGGAGGAGGGGTACAG3' 
C14A, 
C18A 
5'CCATGGGACATCGCCTCTGTCACCGCCGGAGGAGGGGTACAG3' 
G19Q 5'CTGTTCTGTCACCTGTCAAGGAGGGGTGCAG3' 
G19R 5’CATCTGTTCTGTCACCTGTAGAGGAGGGTACAGAAC3’ 
G20H 5'GTTCTGTCACCTGTGGACACGGGGTACAGAAACGAAC3' 
G21A 5'CACCTGTGGAGGAGCGGTACAGAAACGTAGTCG3' 
G20A, 
G21A 
5’CATCTGTTCTGTCACCTGTGGAGCCGCCGTACAGAAACGTAGTCG3’ 
G19A, 
G21A 
5’CATCTGTTCTGTCACCTGTGCCGGAGCCGTACAGAAACGTAGTCG3’ 
G19A, 
G20A, 
G21A 
5'CTGTCACCTGTGCCGCCGCCGTACAGAAACGTAGTCGTCTCTGC3' 
G19A, 
G20A, 
G21A, 
V22G 
5’CTGTCACCTGTGCCGCCGCCGGCCAGAAACGTAGTCGTCTCTGC3’ 
S17A 5’CCGTGGTCAGAATGGACGAGCTGTAGTACGGCATGCGGTAACGGCATTCAGCAACGTGGTCGC3’ 
 	  	  	   	  
Supplementary Table 4. Variability in X-positions of O-fucose consensus. a, Sequence alignment 
of all predicted mouse POFUT2 target sites compared to confirmed O-fucose sites (derived from 
Supplementary Fig. 1) shows a high degree of heterogeneity at each X position.  The current consensus 
sequence (top) is aligned with amino acids found at that position in any TSR with a consensus 
sequence underneath.  Amino acids found within sites known to be O-fucosylated are in black, while 
those in predicted but not confirmed sites are in blue. Two amino acids linked to Geleophysic 
Dysplasia are in green.  Amino acids selected for substitution into HsTSR3 for mutagenesis studies are 
denoted by *.  b, Mutations (red) made to HsTSR3 are listed in context of the full consensus sequence 
region with the associated name for each mutation. Residue numbering is defined in Fig. 1. 
 
 	   	  
 b a 
Supplementary Table 5. Table of interactions at the interface of the complex. Only 1 to 4 bridging 
water molecules are considered in the interactions between CePOFUT2 and HsTSR1. 
Amino acid (CePOFUT2) Amino acid (HsTSR1) Type of interaction 
K419 (backbone) E10 (side chain) Direct hydrogen bond 
W420 (side chain) 
A418 (backbone) 
W11 (backbone) 
W11 (backbone) 
Direct hydrogen bond 
Water-mediated hydrogen bond 
Y225 (side chain) 
A418 (backbone), H222 and D59 (side 
chain) 
T12 (side chain) 
T12 (side chain and backbone) 
Stacking interaction 
Water-mediated hydrogen bond 
Y225 (side chain) 
Y225, Y230, D59, R387, H222, R63 (side 
chain) 
S13 (side chain) 
S13 (side chain and backbone) 
Direct hydrogen bond 
Water-mediated hydrogen bond 
E381 (backbone) C14 (backbone) Water-mediated hydrogen bond 
T219, E218, Y145 (backbone) 
R63 (side chain) 
S15 (side chain) 
S15 (backbone) 
Water-mediated hydrogen bond  
Direct hydrogen bond 
E52, N49, E218 (side chain) T16 (sidechain) Water-mediated hydrogen bond 
E52 (side chain) 
E52 (side chain) 
S17 (backbone) 
S17 (side chain) 
Direct hydrogen bond 
Direct hydrogen bond 
E218 (backbone), T219 (sidechain) N20 (backbone) Water-mediated hydrogen bond 
Y145, L221, W141 (side chain) 
H222, D59 and R387 (side chain) 
I22 (side chain) 
I22 (backbone) 
Stacking interaction  
Water-mediated hydrogen bond 
E144 (side chain) S39 (side chain) Direct hydrogen bond 
W141 (side chain) 
T143, Y145 (backbone) 
T43 (side chain) 
T43 (side chain and backbone) 
Stacking interaction 
Water-mediated hydrogen bond 
W141 (side chain) T45 (side chain) Water-mediated hydrogen bond 
D293 (side chain) Q49 (side chain) Direct hydrogen bond 	  	  	   	  
Supplementary Table 6. Number of water molecules obtained from 500 ns MD simulations on 
different complexes that are compared to the isolated HsTSR1 ligand. Further details are in Online 
Methods. 
 1st solvation shell (average water molecules) 
 
TSR (all residues) 
TSR (only residues close 
to CePOFUT2 are 
considered) 
TSR (unbound) 270 ± 15 114 ± 9 
CePOFUT2-GDP-HsTSR1 277 ± 12 108 ± 7 
CePOFUT2-GDP-fucose-HsTSR1 277 ± 9 105 ± 6 
CePOFUT2-GDP-fucose-HsTSR1 (S17A) 280 ± 9 101 ± 7 
CePOFUT2-GDP-fucose-HsTSR1 (S17T)  275 ± 8 96 ± 6 
 
	  	  	  
Supplementary Figure 1. Multiple sequence alignment of human TSRs and sequence logo 
inferred from the different TSRs. a, Sequence alignment of human TSRs (TSRs of group 1 that will 
be potentially fucosylated are only shown in the alignment) retrieved from NCBI Reference Sequence 
Database (Homo_sapiens.GRCh37.64) and analysed with an original Perl script. The multiple 
alignment was constructed with Clustal Omega. The TSRs are named by the UniProt code of protein 
sequence. Inverted triangles in red indicate the conserved cysteines in the TSRs and residues 
highlighted in red indicate the S/T residues that are fucosylated. Numbering is only indicated for the 
human TSR1 though the numbering does not correspond to its position in the full-length 
thrombospondin 1 (code P07996_1). b, The sequence logo was generated with WebLogo3 
(http://weblogo.threeplusone.com). Blue arrows indicate residues that are highly conserved between 
TSRs. An asterisk in red indicates that most of the residues in this position are hydrophobic (I22 in 
HsTSR1 and valine in most of the TSRs). For clarification purposes, numbering here is not related to 
the HsTSR1 and is dictated by the server.	  	  	  	   	  
              
 
 
 
 
P07996_1  --WSPW--SE WTSCST---S CGN--GIQQR GRSCDSLN-- --------NR CE-GSS-VQT RTCHI--QEC DK  
Q6ZMM2    -----W--VS WTRCSS---S CGR--GVSVR SRRCLRL--- -----PGEEP CW-GDS-HEY RLCQL--PDC --  
Q8N6G6_1  --WDAW--GP WSECSR---T CGG--GASYS LRRCLS---- -------SKS CE-GRN-IRY RTCSN--VDC --  
Q8N6G6_2  ----RWEATP WTACSS---S CGG--GIQSR AVSCVEEDIQ GHVTSVEEWK CMYTPKMPIA QPCNI--FDC --  
O15072_1  --WGSW--TK FGSCSR---T CGT--GVRFR TRQCNNPMPI -----NGGQD CP-GVN-FEY QLCNT--EEC --  
O15072_2  -----WKTGP WSECSV---T CGE--GTEVR QVLCRAGD-- ---------H C-DGEKPESV RACQL--PPC --  
O95450_1  --WGAW--SP FGSCSR---T CGT--GVKFR TRQCDNPHPA -----NGGRT CS-GLA-YDF QLCSR--QDC --  
O95450_2  -----WRAGP WSQCSV---T CGN--GTQER PVLCRTADDS -------FGI C-QEERPETA RTCRL--GPC --  
Q76LX8_1  --WSSW--GP RSPCSR---S CGG--GVVTR RRQCNNPRPA -----FGGRA CV-GAD-LQA EMCNT--QAC --  
Q76LX8_2  -----WHVGT WMECSV---S CGD--GIQRR RDTCLGPQAQ ---APVPADF CQHLPKPVTV RGCWA--GPC --  
Q86TH1_1  --WSSW--GP RSPCSR---S CGG--GVVTR RRQCNNPRPA -----FGGRA CV-GAD-LQA EMCNT--QAC --  
Q86TH1_2  --CFKWYTSP WSECTK---T CGV--GVRMR DVKCYQGTDI -------VRG CDPLVKPVGR QACDL--QPC --  
Q8TE56_1  --WSPW--GA WSMCSR---T CGT--GARFR QRKCDNPPPG -----PGGTH CP-GAS-VEH AVCEN--LPC --  
Q8TE56_2  -----WKTGD WSTCSS---T CGK--GLQSR VVQCMHKVTG -----RHGSE CPALSKPAPY RQCYQ--EVC --  
Q8TE57_1  --WSDW--SS WSPCSR---T CGG--GVSHR SRLCTNPKPS -----HGGKF CE-GST-RTL KLCNS--QKC --  
Q8TE57_2  -----WSAGP WAECSH---T CGK--GWRKR AVACKSTNPS ARAQLLPDAV CTSEPKPRMH EACLL--QRC --  
P82987_1  --WDAW--GD WSDCSR---T CGG--GASYS LRRCLT---- -------GRN CE-GQN-IRY KTCSN--HDC --  
P82987_2  -----WFTSV WSQCSV---S CGE--GYHSR QVTCKRTKAN GTVQVVSPRA CAPKDRPLGR KPCFG--HPC --  
Q9UKP5    --WGPW--SL WGECSR---T CGG--GVSSS LRHCDSPAPS -----GGGKY CL-GER-KRY RSCNT--DPC --  
Q8TE58_1  --WAKW--DP YGPCSR---T CGG--GVQLA RRQCTNPTPA -----NGGKY CE-GVR-VKY RSCNL--EPC --  
Q8TE58_2  -----WVAGS WGPCSA---S CGS--GLQKR AVDCRGSAGQ ---RTV--PA CDAAHRPVET QACGE---PC --  
Q8WXS8_1  --WSSW--TK FGSCSR---S CGG--GVRSR SRSCNNPSPA -----YGGRL CL-GPM-FEY QVCNS--EEC --  
Q8WXS8_2  -----WRLGA WSQCSA---T CGE--GIQQR QVVCRTNANS -------LGH C-EGDRPDTV QVCSL--PAC --  
Q9UP79_1  --WAPW--GP WGECSR---T CGG--GVQFS HRECKDPEPQ -----NGGRY CL-GRR-AKY QSCHT--EEC --  
Q9UP79_2  -----WVLGD WSECSS---T CGA--GWQRR TVECRDPSG- -----QASAT CNKALKPEDA KPCES--QLC --  
Q9UHI8_1  --WGMW--GP WGDCSR---T CGG--GVQYT MRECDNPVPK -----NGGKY CE-GKR-VRY RSCNL--EDC --  
Q9UHI8_2  ----AWVIEE WGECSK---S CEL--GWQRR LVECRDING- -----QPASE CAKEVKPAST RPCAD--HPC --  
Q9H324_1  --WGPW--TP WGDCSR---T CGG--GVSSS SRHCDSPRPT -----IGGKY CL-GER-RRH RSCNT--DDC --  
Q9H324_2  ----EWAALD WSECTP---S CGP--GLRHR VVLCKSADHR ---ATLPPAH CSPAAKPPAT MRCNL--RRC --  
Q9UNA0_1  --WGSW--GS WGQCSR---S CGG--GVQFA YRHCNNPAPR -----NNGRY CT-GKR-AIY RSCSL--MPC --  
Q9UNA0_2  ----QWVTGP WLACSR---T CDT--GWHTR TVQCQDGNRK ------LAKG CPLSQRPSAF KQCLL--KKC --  
O75173    --WGPW--GP WGDCSR---T CGG--GVQFS SRDCTRPVPR -----NGGKY CE-GRR-TRF RSCNT--EDC --  
Q8TE60_1  --WSAW--SK WSECSR---T CGG--GVKFQ ERHCNNPKPQ -----YGGLF CP-GSS-RIY QLCNI--NPC --  
Q8TE60_2  ----GWYSLP WQQCTV---T CGG--GVQTR SVHCVQQGRP -------SSS CLLHQKPPVL RACNT--NFC -- 
P58397_1  --WGRW--SP WSHCSR---T CGA--GVQSA ERLCNNPEPK -----FGGKY CT-GER-KRY RLCNV--HPC --  
P58397_2  ----HWATGN WDLCST---S CGG--GFQKR TVQCVPSEGN -KTEDQDQCL CDHKPRPPEF KKCNQ--QAC --  
Q8TE59_1  -----W--SL WSPCSR---T CSA--GISSR ERKCPGLD-- -----SEARD CN-GPR-KQY RICEN--PPC --  
Q8TE59_2  -----WRMGD WSKCSI---T CGK--GMQSR VIQCMHKITG -----RHGNE CFSSEKPAAY RPCHL--QPC --  
Q6UY14_1  -----WEAGE WTSCSR---S CGP--GTQHR QLQCRQEFGG -GGSSVPPER CGHLPRPNIT QSCQL--RLC --  
Q6UY14_2  -----WFSTP WSPCSR---S CQG--GTQTR EVQCLSTNQT ------LSTR CPPQLRPSRK RPCNS--QPC --  
Q9UKP4    --WSGW--SA WSICSR---S CGM--GVQSA ERQCTQPTPK -----YKGRY CV-GER-KRF RLCNL--QAC --  
Q9P2N4_1  --WGSW--SP FGTCSR---T CGG--GIKTA IRECNRPEPK -----NGGKY CV-GRR-MKF KSCNT--EPC --  
Q9P2N4_2  ----QWKSGD WSECLV---T CGK--GHKHR QVWCQFGEDR -----LNDRM CDPETKPTSM QTCQQ--PEC --  
Q9NS62    --WGLWQ--P WSQCSA---T CGD--GVRER RRVCLTSFPS -------SPV CP--GMSLEA SLCSL--EEC --  
Q8N6G6_1  --WDAW--GP WSECSR---T CGG--GASYS LRRCLS---- -------SKS CE-GRN-IRY RTCSN--VDC --  
Q8N6G6_2  ----HWRVSL WTLCTA---T CGN-YGFQSR RVECVHARTN ---KAVPEHL CSWGPRPANW QRCNI--TPC --  
P59510_1  --WGPW--EP YSSCSR---T CGG--GIESA TRRCNRPEPR -----NGGNY CV-GRR-MKF RSCNT--DSC --  
P59510_2  ----EWQAGD WSPCSA---S CGH--GKTTR QVLCMNYHQP -----IDENY CDPEVRPLME QECSL--AAC --  
Q6ZMP0    ----KWFSTE WSMCSK---S CQG--GFRVR EVRCLSDDMT ------LSNL CDPQLKPEER ESCNP--QDC --  
O95428_1  --WGPW--SQ WSPCSR---T CGG--GVSFR ERPCYSQRR- -----DGGSS CV-GPA-RSH RSCRT--ESC --  
P27918_2  -GWGPW--GP VSPCPV---T CGL--GQTME QRTCNHPVPQ -----HGGPF CA-GDA-TRT HICNT-AVPC --  
Q9P283_1  --WTPW--SS WALCST---S CGI--GFQVR QRSCSNPAPR -----HGGRI CV-GKS-REE RFCNE-NTPC --  
Q9P283_2  --WSCW--TS WSPCSA---S CGG--GHYQR TRSCTSPAPS -----PGEDI CL-GLH-TEE ALCAT--QAC --  
Q13591_1  --WTPW--TS WSPCST---T CGI--GFQVR QRSCSNPTPR -----HGGRV CV-GQN-REE RYCNE-HLLC --  
Q13591_2  --WSCW--SP WTKCSA---T CGG--GHYMR TRSCSNPAPA -----YGGDI CL-GLH-TEE ALCNT--QPC --  
A2VEC9_1  --WSSW--GP WEDCSV---S CGG--GEQLR SRRCARPP-- ---------- CP--GPARQS RTCST--QVC --  
A2VEC9_2  --WSRW--SP WSWCDR---S CGG--GQSLR SRSCSSPPSK -----NGGAP CA--GERHQA RLCNP--MPC --  
O14514    --WQAWA--S WGSCSV---T CGA--GSQRR ERVCSGPFFG -------GAA CQGP--QDEY RQCGT--QRC --  
Q8IUL8    --WGAW--GP WGPCSG---S CGP--GRRLR RRHCPSPAGD ---------A C--PGRPLEA QKCVR--PRC --  
Q96RW7_1  --FSQW--SA WRACSV---T CGK--GIQKR SRLCNQPLPA -----NGGKP CQ-GSD-LEM RNCQN--KPC --  
Q96RW7_2  --WGSW--HS WSQCSA---S CGG--GEKTR KRLCDHPVPV -----KGGRP CP-GDT-TQV TRCNV--QAC --   
P35442_1  --WSHW--SP WSSCSV---T CGV--GNITR IRLCNSPVPQ -----MGGKN CK-GSG-RET KACQG--APC --  
B1AKI9    -----W--SL WSVCSV---T CGN--GNQKR TRSCGYA--- ---------- CTA----TES RTCDR--PNC --  
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
A
B
*
                              
       5       10      15          20      25      30                  35       40      45       50  
P07996_1   -- WSPW-- SE  WTS CS T --- S  CGN-- GIQQR  GRS CDSLN --  -------- NR CE - GSS - VQT  RT CHI -- QEC DK  
Q6ZMM2    ----- W-- VS  WTR CS S --- S  CGR-- GVSVR  SRR CLRL ---  ----- PGEEP  CW- GDS- HEY  RL CQL-- PDC --   
Q8N6G6_1   -- WDAW-- GP WS E CS R--- T  CGG-- GASYS  LRR CLS ----  ------- SKS  CE - GRN- IRY  RT CSN-- VDC --   
Q8N6G6_2   ---- RWEATP  WTACS S --- S  CGG-- GIQSR  AVS CVEEDIQ  GHVTSVEEWK  CMYTPKMPIA  QPCNI -- FDC --   
O15072_1   -- WGSW-- TK  F GS CS R--- T  CGT -- GVRFR  TRQCNNPMPI  ----- NGGQD CP- GVN- FEY  QLCNT-- EE C --   
O15072_2   ----- WKTGP  WS E CS V--- T  CGE -- GTEVR  QVLCRAGD--  --------- H C- DGEKPESV  RACQL-- PP C --   
O95450_1   - WGAW-- SP  F GS CS R--- T  CGT -- GVKF  TRQCDNPHPA ----- NGGRT CS - GLA- YDF  QLCSR - Q  -   
O95450_2   ---- WRAGP  WS QCS V--- T  CGN-- GTQE  PVL CRTADDS  ----- - FGI  C- QEERPETA  RT CRL - GP  -   
Q76LX8_1   -- WSSW-- GP RS PCS R--- S  CGG-- GVVTR  RRQCNNPRPA  ----- FGGRA  CV- GAD- LQA EMCNT-- QA  --   
Q76LX8_2   ----- WHVGT WMECS V--- S  CGD-- GIQRR  RDT CLGPQAQ --- APVPADF  CQHLPKPVTV  RGCWA-- GPC --   
Q86TH1_1   -- WSSW-- GP RS PCS R--- S  CGG-- GVVTR  RRQCNNPRPA  ----- FGGRA  CV- GAD- LQA EMCNT-- QAC --   
Q86TH1_2   -- CFK WYTSP  WS E CT K--- T  CGV-- GVRMR DVKCYQGTDI  ------- VRG  CDPLVKPVGR  QACDL-- QPC --   
Q8TE56_1   -- WSPW-- GA WS MCS R--- T  CGT -- GARFR  QRKCDNPPPG ----- PGGTH CP- GAS- VEH  AVCEN-- LP C --   
Q8TE56_2   ----- WKTGD WS T CS S --- T  CGK-- GLQSR  VVQCMHKVTG ----- RHGSE  CPALSKPAPY  RQCYQ-- EV C --   
Q8TE57_1   -- WSDW-- SS  WS PCS R--- T  CGG-- GVSHR  SRL CTNPKPS  ----- HGGKF CE - GST - RTL  KL CNS-- QKC --   
Q8TE57_2   ----- WSAGP  WAE CS H--- T  CGK-- GWRKR AVACKSTNPS  ARAQLLPDAV  CTSEPKPRMH  EACLL -- QRC --   
P82987_1   -- WDAW-- GD WS DCS R--- T  CGG-- GASYS  LRR CLT ----  ------- GRN CE - GQN- IRY  KT CS -- HD  --   
P82987_2   ----- WF SV  WS QCS V--- S  CGE -- GYHSR  QVTCKRTKAN  GTVQVV PRA  CAPKDRPLGR  KP CFG - HP  -   
Q9UKP5    - WGPW-- SL  WGE CS R--- T  CGG-- GV SS  LRH CDSPAPS  ----- GGKY CL - GER - KRY  RS CNT - DP  -   
Q8TE58_1   -- WAKW-- DP YGPCS R--- T  CGG-- GVQLA  RRQCTNPTPA  ----- NGGKY CE - GVR- VKY  RS CNL-- EP C --   
Q8TE58_2   ----- WVAGS  WGPCS A--- S  CGS -- GLQKR  AVDCRGSAGQ --- RTV -- PA  CDAAHRPVET  QACGE--- PC --   
Q8WXS8_1   -- WSSW-- TK  F GS CS R--- S  CGG-- GVRSR  SRS CNNPSPA  ----- YGGRL  CL - GPM- FEY  QVCNS-- EE C --   
Q8WXS8_2   ----- WRLGA  WS QCS A--- T  CGE -- GIQQR  QVVCRTNANS  ------- LGH C- EGDRPDTV  QVCSL -- PAC --   
Q9UP79_1   -- WAPW-- GP WGE CS R--- T  CGG-- GVQFS  HRE CKDPEPQ  ----- NGGRY CL - GRR- AKY  QSCHT-- EE C --   
Q9UP79_2   ----- WVLGD  WS E CS S --- T  CGA-- GWQRR TVE CRDPSG -  ----- QASAT  CNKALKPEDA  KP CES -- QLC --   
Q9UHI8_1   -- WGMW-- GP WGDCS R--- T  CGG-- GVQYT  MRECDNPVPK  ----- NGGKY CE - GKR- VRY  RS CNL-- EDC --   
Q9UHI8_2   ---- AWVIEE  WGE CS K--- S  CEL -- GWQRR LVE CRDING -  ----- QPASE  CAKEVKPAST  RP CAD-- HPC --   
Q9H324_1   -- WGPW-- TP  WGDCS R--- T  CGG-- GVSSS  SRH CDSPRPT  ----- IGGKY  CL - GER - RRH  RS CNT-- DD  --   
Q9H324_2   --- E WAALD WS E CT P--- S  CGP-- GLRHR  VVL CKSADHR  --- ATLPPAH  CSPAAKPPAT  MRCNL - RR  -   
Q9UNA0_1   -- WGSW-- GS  WGQCS R--- S  CGG-- GVQFA YRHCNNPAPR  ----- NNGRY CT - GKR- AIY  RS CSL -- M  --   
Q9UNA0_2   ---- QWVTGP  WLA CS R--- T  CDT-- GWHTR TVQCQDGNRK ------ LAKG  CPLSQRPSAF  KQCLL -- KK C --   
O75173    -- WGPW-- GP WGDCS R--- T  CGG-- GVQFS  SRD CTRPVPR  ----- NGGKY CE - GRR- TRF  RS CNT-- EDC --   
Q8TE60_1   -- WSAW-- SK  WS E CS R--- T  CGG-- GVKFQ  ERH CNNPKPQ ----- YGGLF  CP- GSS - RIY  QLCNI -- NPC --   
Q8TE60_2   ---- GWYSLP  WQQCT V--- T  CGG-- GVQTR  SVHCVQQGRP ------- SSS  CLLHQKPPVL  RACNT-- NFC --   
P58397_1   -- WGRW-- SP  WS HCS R--- T  CGA-- GVQSA ERL CNNPEPK  ----- FGGKY  CT - GER - KRY  RL CNV-- HPC --   
P58397_2   ---- HWATGN WDLCS T --- S  CGG-- GFQKR  TVQCVPSEGN  - KTEDQDQCL  CDHKPRPPEF  KK CNQ-- QAC --   
Q8TE59_1   ----- W-- SL  WS PCS R--- T  CS A-- GISSR  ERK CPGLD--  ----- SEARD  CN- GPR- KQY RI CEN-- PP C --   
Q8TE59_2   ----- WRMGD WS KCS I --- T  CGK-- GMQSR VIQ CMHKITG  ----- RHGNE CFSSEKPAAY  RP CHL-- PC --   
Q6UY14_1   ---- WEAGE  WTS CS R--- S  CGP-- GTQHR QLQCRQEFGG  - GGSSVPPER  CGHLPRPNIT  QSCQL - RL  -   
Q6UY14_2   ----- WFSTP  WS PCS R--- S  CQG-- GTQTR  EVQCLSTNQT  ------ LSTR  CPPQLRPSRK  RP CNS -  -   
Q9UKP4    -- WSGW-- SA  WS I CS R--- S  CGM-- GV SA ERQCTQPTPK  ----- YKGRY  CV- GER - KRF  RL CNL-- QAC --   
Q9P2N4_1   -- WGSW-- SP  F GT CS R--- T  CGG-- GIKTA  IRE CNRPEPK  ----- NGGKY CV- GRR- MKF KS CNT-- EP C --   
Q9P2N4_2   ---- QWKSGD WS E CLV --- T  CGK-- GHKHR QVWCQFGEDR  ----- LNDRM CDPETKPTSM  QTCQQ-- PE C --   
Q9NS62    -- WGLWQ-- P  WS QCS A--- T  CGD-- GVRER  RRV CLTSFPS  ------- SPV  CP-- GMSLEA  SL CSL -- EE C --   
Q8N6G6_1   -- WDAW-- GP WS E CS R--- T  CGG-- GASYS  LRR CLS ----  ------- SKS  CE - GRN- IRY  RT CSN-- VDC --   
Q8N6G6_2   ---- HWRVSL  WTL CT A--- T  CGN- YGFQSR  RVE CVHARTN  --- KAVPEHL  CSWGPRPANW QRCNI -- TP C --   
P59510_1   -- WGPW-- EP  YS S CS R--- T  CGG-- GIESA  TRR CNRPEPR  ----- NGGNY CV- GRR- MKF RS CNT-- DSC --   
P59510_2   ---- E WQAGD WS PCS A--- S  CGH-- GKTTR  QVLCMNYHQP ----- IDENY  CDPEVRPLME  QECSL -- AAC --   
Q6ZMP0    ---- KWFSTE  WS MCS K--- S  CQG-- GFR R  EVR CLSDDMT ------ LSNL  CDPQLKPEER  ES CNP-- QD  --   
O95428_1   -- WGPW-- SQ WS PCS R--- T  CGG-- GVSFR  ERP CYSQRR  ----- DGGSS  CV- GPA- RSH  RS CRT - ES  -   
P27918_2   - GWGPW-- GP VS PCPV--- T  CGL -- GQTME QRTCNHPVPQ ----- HGGPF CA- GDA- TRT  HI CNT- AVP  --   
Q9P283_1   -- WTPW-- SS  WAL CS T --- S  CGI -- GF VR  QRSCSNPAPR  ----- HGGRI  CV- GKS - REE  RF CNE- NTP C --   
Q9P283_2   -- WSCW-- TS  WS PCS A--- S  CGG-- GHYQR TRS CTSPAPS  ----- PGEDI  CL - GLH- TEE  AL CAT-- QAC --   
Q13591_1   -- WTPW-- TS  WS PCS T --- T  CGI -- GFQVR  QRSCSNPTPR  ----- HGGRV CV- GQN- REE  RY CNE- HLL C --   
Q13591_2   -- WSCW-- SP  WTK CS A--- T  CGG-- GHYMR TRS CSNPAPA  ----- YGGDI  CL - GLH- TEE  AL CNT-- QPC --   
A2VEC9_1   -- WSSW-- GP WEDCS V--- S  CGG-- GEQLR  SRR CARPP --  ----------  CP-- GPARQS  RT CST -- QVC --   
A2VEC9_2   -- WSRW-- SP  WS WCDR--- S  CGG-- GQSLR  SRS CSSPPSK  ----- NGGAP CA-- GERHQA RL CNP-- MPC --   
O14514    -- WQAWA-- S  WGS CS V--- T  CGA-- GSQRR  ERV CSGPFFG  ------- GAA CQGP-- QDEY RQCGT-- QRC --   
Q8IUL8    -- WGAW-- GP WGPCS G--- S  CGP-- GRRLR  RRHCPSPAGD  --------- A C-- PGRPLEA  QKCVR -- PR C --   
Q96RW7_1   - FSQ W-- SA  WRACS V--- T  CGK-- GIQKR  SRL CNQPLPA  ----- NGGKP CQ- GSD- LEM RNC N -  -   
Q96RW7_2   - WGSW-- HS WS QCS A--- S  CGG-- GE TR  KRL CDHPVPV  ----- KGGRP  CP- GDT- TQV  TR CNV -  -   
P35442_1   -- WSHW-- SP  WS S CS V--- T  CGV-- GNITR  IRL CNSPVPQ  ----- MGGKN CK- GSG- RET  KAC G-- P  --   
B1AKI9    ----- W-- SL  WS VCS V--- T  CGN-- GNQKR TRS CGYA---  ----------  CTA---- TES  RT CDR-- PNC --   
 a 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Multiple sequence alignment for POFUT2s. Multiple sequence alignment 
of the GT68 family members CePOFUT2, HsPOFUT2, Gallus gallus POFUT2 (GgPOFUT2) and 
Danio renio POFUT2 (DrPOFUT2). Secondary structure elements from the CePOFUT2 structure are 
shown, with a-helices, 310-helices and b-strands in pink and bluewhite for the N- and C-terminal 
domains, respectively. Conserved cysteines forming disulfide bridges are shown in yellow. Potential 
N-glycosylation sites are indicated as red triangles. Residues highlighted in blue, magenta and orange, 
that are located in the CePOFUT2-HsTSR1 interface, are engaged in direct contacts with other amino 
acids, water-mediated interactions or both type of interactions, respectively. 	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Supplementary Figure 3. Scheme that explains how the non-degraded double mutant R298K-
R299K of CePOFUT2 was obtained. Whereas R298K-R299K was active and not degraded, the other 
two mutants (R299K-A300V and R299D) were degraded as the apo form. HsTSR3 of human 
thrombospondin 1 was incubated with GDP-[3H]fucose as a donor substrate and HsPOFUT2, 
CePOFUT2 (double mutant R298K-R299K) or no enzyme (negative control) as described in Online 
Methods. Activity is quantified by the amount of [3H]fucose incorporated on a scintillation counter 
(given as counts per minute, CPM). CePOFUT2 shows comparable activity to HsPOFUT2 in this 
assay. 	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Supplementary Figure 4. Differences in the activity between the CePOFUT2 and HsPOFUT2 in 
the presence or absence of manganese/EDTA. A radioactivity assay (as in SupplementaryFig. 3) was 
used to determine the fucosyltransferase activity. The assay contained either CePOFUT2 or 
HsPOFUT2, GDP-[3H]fucose and the HsTSR3 from thrombospondin 1 as the acceptor substrate. Both 
CePOFUT2 and HsPOFUT2 show reduced activity, although to different extents, in the absence of 
bivalent cation (MnCl2) or when EDTA is used as a chelating agent. Error bars represent s.d. of mean 
from three independent experiments.  	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Supplementary Figure 5. Analysis of POFUT2 complexes by size exclusion chromatography. Left 
chromatogram shows several protein markers and their respective molecular weights. Right 
chromatogram shows several experiments that include the purification of CePOFUT2 alone (red trace), 
CePOFUT2 in complex with HsTSR1 (magenta trace), CePOFUT2 in complex with HsTSR1-2-3 (blue 
trace), and CePOFUT2 with the fucosylated HsTSR1 (green trace). In all cases except for the enzyme 
alone, GDP was used to equilibrate the column (see Online Methods). Note that the complex between 
CePOFUT2 and HsTSR1 was prepared with an excess of the protein substrate, explaining why an 
excess of HsTSR1 runs as the apo form. The fucosylated TSR1 does not bind to CePOFUT2 and this is 
why both proteins run independently of each other. The theoretical molecular weight is indicated for 
each complex assuming a stoichiometry of 1:1. 	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Supplementary Figure 6. ITC data for the binding of CePOFUT2 to HsTSR1, fucosylated 
HsTSR1 and GDP-fucose. Top: Raw thermogram (thermal power versus time). Bottom: Binding 
isotherm (normalized heats versus molar ratio). See table S1 for the thermodynamic and Kds values for 
HsTSR1, fucosylated HsTSR1 and GDP-fucose. 	   	  
	  
Supplementary Figure 7. The CePOFUT2-HsTSR1 fusion protein is active. a, Docking of modeled 
HsTSR1 and CePOFUT2 using the server ClusPro (http://cluspro.bu.edu/login.php). Using the server 
Swiss-Model (http://swissmodel.expasy.org), both HsTSR1 and CePOFUT2 were modeled based on 
PDB entries 3R6B and 4AP5, respectively. This docking shows that the N-terminal of HsTSR1 is ~30 
Å away from the CePOFUT2 C-terminal. Colors are the same as shown in Fig. 1. Note that our model 
is very similar to the previous model of HsPOFUT2 in complex with the rat F-spondin. b, The protein 
O-fucosyltransferase activity of the CePOFUT2-HsTSR1 fusion proteins was tested as described in 
Online Methods. The CePOFUT2-HsTSR1 (WT) showed incorporation of [3H]fucose from GDP-
[3H]fucose, but the control fusion protein containing TSR1 whose O-fucosylation site was mutated 
from the serine to alanine (S17A) did not. All replicates were in triplicate. Error bars are standard 
deviation, and p-values were calculated using ANOVA. 	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Supplementary Figure 8. Electron density maps of the HsTSR1 and GDP. The residues of 
HsTSR1 and GDP are colored as orange and green carbon atoms, respectively. Electron density maps 
are FO–FC and 2FO–FC syntheses (blue) contoured at 2.2 and 1.0 σ for GDP and HsTSR1, respectively. 	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Supplementary Figure 9. Asymmetric unit (AU) of crystal structure of CePOFUT2 in complex 
with GDP and HsTSR1. Two molecules of the complex with the stoichiometry 1:1:1 are visualized in 
the AU. CePOFUT2, HsTSR1 and GDP are colored in grey/pink, cyan/blue, and green, respectively.  
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Supplementary Figure 10. Evaluation of the conformational changes of CePOFUT2 upon ligand 
binding with AFM imaging. Tapping mode-AFM 3-Dimensional topography representative images 
showing single molecules of CePOFUT2 in the apo form and with different ligands. a, Apo form of 
CePOFUT2. b, CePOFUT2 in complex with GDP. c, CePOFUT2 in complex with GDP-fucose. d, 
CePOFUT2 with GDP and HsTSR1. Images were obtained in PBS pH 7.4 in the presence of Mn2+. The 
images show a progressive compaction of the enzymatic structure upon ligand binding, especially in 
the structure of the enzyme with GDP and HsTSR1. In this case, the simultaneous binding of both 
ligands leads to a global reorganization of the structure, generating a feature of a higher volume, where 
the modules cannot be distinguished, composing a closed conformation (see Online Methods for 
further details). 	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Supplementary Figure 11. Model of CePOFUT2 in complex with HsTSR2-3. To carry out this 
model, HsTSR2 was superimposed onto the HsTSR1 in the complex CePOFUT2-GDP-HsTSR1. Then, 
the complex CePOFUT2-GDP-HsTSR1-2 was minimized following the methodology described in 
Online Methods. 	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Supplementary Figure 12. CePOFUT2 is a non-processive enzyme. CePOFUT2 was incubated with 
different concentrations of GDP-fucose and a fixed concentration of HsTSR1-2-3 (see Online 
Methods). a, The products were analyzed by LC-MS. Extracted ion chromatograms are shown for the 
+17 charge state of unfucosylated TSR1-2-3 (black line), TSR1-2-3 with one fucose (red line), TSR1-
2-3 with two fucoses (green line), and TSR1-2-3 with three fucoses (purple line). The major 
fucosylated form with 200 µM GDP-fucose has two fucoses although a large amount has three 
indicating that all three TSRs can be modified under these conditions. The major fucosylated form at 
20 µM GDP-fucose has one fucose. b, The products were purified by HPLC, digested with trypsin, and 
analyzed by mass spectrometry. Extracted ion chromatograms (EICs) reveal the relative amounts of 
unglycosylated (black line) or O-fucosylated (red line) peptides from TSR1, 2, or 3. All three TSRs are 
efficiently modified with fucose at 200 µM GDP-fucose, consistent with the presence of 2-3 fucoses on 
TSR1-3 in panel A. The fact that all three TSRs have some fucose modification in the 20 µM GDP-
fucose sample (which only has one fucose attached, panel a) suggests that the first fucose can be added 
to any of the TSRs with the same efficiency. Thus, the enzyme is non-processive.  c, Identification of 
the O-fucosylated peptides (top) or unglycosylated peptides (bottom) from TSR1, TSR2, or TSR3 by 
mass spectrometry. TSR1, O-fucosylated: MS spectrum at 8.7 min of an HPLC run.  The ion 1154.9 
m/z (red diamond) corresponds to the mass of the triply charged peptide containing an O-fucose 
consensus from TSR1 of HsTSR1-2-3, GPGSGSADDGWSPWSEWTSCSTSCGNGIQQR, plus 146 
Da (mass of the O-fucose monosaccharide).  The serine modified with O-fucose is underlined. MS/MS 
spectrum of 1154.9 m/z from MS spectra. The major product ion (1106.1 m/z) indicated the neutral loss 
of fucose from the parent ion (1155.1 m/z) (blue diamond).  Resulting spectra provides b- and y-ions 
verifying the identity of the peptide. TSR1, unglycosylated: MS spectrum at 8.7 min of an HPLC run. 
The ion 1105.9 (red diamond) corresponds to the mass of the triply charged, unglycosylated peptide. 
The MS/MS spectrum of 1106.4 m/z from MS spectra was also shown, which provides b- and y-ions 
verifying the identity of the peptide.  TSR2, O-fucosylated: MS spectrum at 8.6 min of an HPLC run.  
The ion 990.5 m/z (red diamond) corresponds to the mass of the triply charged peptide containing an 
O-fucose consensus from TSR2 of HsTSR1-2-3, QDGGWSHWSPWSSCSVTCGDGVITR, plus 146 
Da (mass of the O-fucose monosaccharide). The threonine modified with O-fucose is underlined. 
MS/MS spectrum of 990.8 m/z from MS spectra. The major product ion (941.8 m/z) indicated the 
neutral loss of fucose from the parent ion (990.8 m/z) (blue diamond).  TSR2, unglycosylated: MS 
spectrum at 8.6 min of an HPLC run. The ion 941.8 (red diamond) corresponds to the mass of the triply 
charged, unglycosylated peptide. The MS/MS spectrum of 942.0 m/z from MS spectra was also shown, 
which provides b- and y-ions verifying the identity of the peptide. TSR3, O-fucosylated: MS spectrum 
at 10.3 min of an HPLC run.  The ion 1070.5 m/z (red diamond) corresponds to the mass of the triply 
charged peptide containing an O-fucose consensus from TSR3 of HsTSR1-2-3, 
DACPINGGWGPWSPWDICSVTCGGGVQK, plus 146 Da (mass of the O-fucose monosaccharide). 
The threonine modified with O-fucose is underlined. MS/MS spectrum of 1070.8 m/z from MS spectra. 
The major product ion (1021.8 m/z) indicated the neutral loss of fucose from the parent ion (1070.8 
m/z) (blue diamond).  TSR3, unglycosylated: MS spectrum at 10.3 min of an HPLC run. The ion 
1021.3 (red diamond) corresponds to the mass of the triply charged, unglycosylated peptide. The 
MS/MS spectrum of 1021.9 m/z from MS spectra was also shown, which provides b- and y-ions 
verifying the identity of the peptide. 	  	  	   	  
  
 
 
 
 
Supplementary Figure 13. Conformational changes of the loop containing residues 88-94 of 
CePOFUT2. a, Surface representation of the second complex located in the AU. Colors are the same 
as indicated in Fig. 1a. GDP is less exposed to the solvent than the one located in the complex with a 
disordered loop (Fig. 1b).  b, Close-up view of both complexes superimposed into each other. 
Secondary structures of each CePOFUT2 monomer are shown in pink/bluewhite and red/brown, 
respectively. The loop is partly disordered (green) and completely ordered (yellow) in each complex of 
the AU. 	   	  
 a b 
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Supplementary Figure 14. Mutations in HsTSR3 cause varying effects on secretion. HsTSR3 and 
mutant constructs were transiently transfected into HEK293T cells and assessed for secretion into the 
medium by Western blot using anti-Myc antibody (red) as described in Online Methods.  Quantitation 
for level of protein secretion was determined by normalization to a control (co-transfected hIgG 
controls, green), with wild type protein set to 1. Mutants are grouped by similarities of mutation. 
Calculation of protein secretion in triplicate compared to normalized wild type protein showed the 
decreases in secretion detected for mutants S15L, T17A, T17S, 16S17, cysteine mutants, and multiple 
glycine mutants were statistically significant (* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, ***p<0.01). 	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Supplementary Figure 15. X-Position amino acid substitutions in O-fucose consensus cause 
changes in efficiency of O-fucosylation. All mutants were transiently transfected in HEK293T cells as 
described in SupplementaryFig. 14 and evaluated for fucosylation using alkynylfucose labeling as 
described in Online Methods. Media samples were analyzed for most mutants, but those that do not 
secrete well were analyzed in cell lysates (S15L; 16S17; G20A/G21A; G19A/G20A/G21A; 
G19A/G20A/G21A/V22G; C14A; C18A; C14A/C18A). HsTSR3 protein was labeled by anti-Myc 
antibody (red), while fucosylation was determined by streptavidin labeling (green). HsTSR3 protein 
was labeled by anti-Myc antibody (red), while fucosylation was determined by streptavidin labeling 
(green). Overlays of the protein and fucose signal demonstrate relative fucosylation levels. Figures for 
quantification of relative fucosylation are shown in Fig. 2c and 3e. In particular, quantitation of relative 
fucosylation levels by comparing the ratio of streptavidin to Myc signal for each mutant, compared to 
wild type, demonstrated significant reduction of fucosylation of T17S, T17A (Fig. 2c), S15D, S15Q, 
S15L, 16S17, G21A, G20A/G21A, G19A/G20A/G21A, G19A/G20A/G21AV22G, and C14A, C18A, 
C14A/C18A (Fig. 3e).	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Supplementary Figure 16. Superposition of 15 frames obtained from 0.5 µs MD simulation for 
HsTSR1 in the free state (a) and in complex to CePOFUT2 (b). The rmsd (Å) values calculated from 
these simulations for all the residues of HsTSR1 (including the side-chains) are also indicated for both 
states (c). 
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Supplementary Figure 17. Effect of PEG 400 on the affinity of HsTSR1 to CePOFUT2. a, ITC 
data for the binding of CePOFUT2 to HsTSR1. Top: Raw thermogram (thermal power versus time). 
Bottom: Binding isotherm (normalized heats versus molar ratio). See Supplementary Table 1 for the Kd 
values for HsTSR1. The left and right panel show the titration of CePOFUT2 by HsTSR1 at 15% and 
20% PEG 400, respectively. b, Far-UV circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the fusion protein in 50 
mM HEPES pH 7.5 in the absence (red) and presence of 20% PEG 400 (blue). The data suggest that 
the secondary structure of the fusion protein in the presence of PEG 400 is similar to the complex in 
the absence of this reagent. 	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Supplementary Figure 18. Average hydration of the POFUT2-TSR interface. 2D-rdf function 
calculated for selected atom pairs of the protein-protein interface hydrogen bonded to crystallographic 
waters (X-ray structure shown). The atoms are labeled according to AMBER force field nomenclature 
and the bridging water density is color coded in red with respect to that in the bulk. 
 
 
  
 
 
Supplementary Figure 19. Time-resolved hydration of the POFUT2-TSR interface. Evolution of 
the 2D-rdf over 120 nanoseconds  for two selected atoms  calculated for the ternary complex through 
MD simulations. The maximum density peak changes from the typical state, with distances from the 
atoms around 3 Å, to situations in which the water pocket is relatively far from one of the atoms to 
form a new water pocket with other atoms of the system. The atoms are labeled according to AMBER 
force field nomenclature. 	  
